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AN INQUIRY INTO THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DAILY NEWSPAPERS 
AND TEE JUVENILE READER 
Q (Outline) 
0 
' Controlling Purpose: This thesis is to present an analysis 
of what daily newspapers are or are not doing to gain the 
readership of young readers, what children read and why, 
and what should newspapers do to implement maximum child 
readership. 
I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
v. 
Reading habits of children 
A. Childrents newspaper reading 
l. \ihat they read 
2. What they like 
B. Childrents non-newspaper reading 
l. What they read 
2~ Their interests 
The newspaper in the classroom 
A. The necessity of bringing ne1vspapers into schools 
B. Classroom uses 
c·. Effectiveness of newspaper courses 
Analysis of questionnaire answers 
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B. The answers of the newspapers 
l. Their comments 
2. Figures, graphs, tables 
Co.nclu~ions 
R:e.commenda;bions 
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Al\f INQUIRY INTO TEE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DAILY NEWSPAPERS 
.AND TEE JUVENILE READER 
I. Childrents Newspaper Reading 
Most stud~es concerning the reading habits of child-
ren have resulted in the placing of comic strips, sports, 
and pictures at or near the top of newspaper reading 
preference lists. 
Witty and Kope111 found that the initial concern 
with the newspaper of many children is limited to the 
comic section. Youngsters of elementary school age read 
comic pages quite thoroughly. Witty2·said the average 
number of comic strips read regularly was twenty-one. 
More than 85% of boys in Grades four to six read 
and like newspaper comics. Sports'pages are read by 
22%,.. while only 4% say that they read stories. of crime. 
Girls like comics but read more general news than 
boys. They enjoy crossword puzzles. 
~~ There is a very definite shift in interest to sports 
by boys during their last three years of high school~ 
' 
They begin to show interest in current events and public 
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affairs. Girls of the same age like household arts and 
entertainment news.3 
Lazar, in her much quoted study of the reading 
interests of 10-12-yaar-olds from 113 New York schools,4 
finds that 80% of the boys and almost 90% of the girls said 
' they l~ed comics best. This was in response to the ques-
tion, 11'\'/hich part of the paper do you like to read most?" 
The sports section ranked second for the boys; news ranked 
second for the girls. 
A study of New York City high school students revealed 
more of the same. Here, the preference was first, comics, 
second, sports, and third, front page. New York tabloids 
were read by 73%.5 
Burton6 found through the use of Gallup 1s "recognition 
method,." with "great pains used to prevent prestige 
answers,." that high school boys and girls read comics, 
sports, and display advertisements widely. The following 
is a partial list of the results of his survey which was 
taken near the end of World War II: 
1. Pictures 
2. Comics 
3. War News 
4. Sports 
5. Local News 
6. Columnists 
7 • Editorials 
BOYS 
97.3% 
97.3 
92 
80.3 
40 
25.3 
16 
GIRLS 
97.3% 
94.7 
93.3 
77.3 
70.7 
41.3 
5.3 
A poll of 306 Eleventh Grade students in Massachusetts 
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high schools in 1938,7 all preparing to go to college, 
_found this order of student choice: 
l. Local and school news 
2. Sports 
3. Comics and jokes 
4. Gossip columns 
5. Editorials 
6. Political columns 
7. Book reviews 
8. News summaries 
In a more recent readership study in Des Moines, Iowa, 
Lyness8 discovered that girls' interest in newspaper sports 
increases rapidly after the Seventh Grade and in the 
Eleventh Grade almost equals the sports interest of boys. 
The boys' top three choices in types of news were 
sports, crime-police-gangsters, and automobile wrecks, 
while the girls' leading selections were Hollywood, sports, 
and local news. 
The favorite parts of the newspaper for all youngsters 
surveyed were the comics, sports, and radio-movie news. 
Little interest was shown in editorials, public affairs 
columns and other such "heavy" news. 
In Grades 7, 9, and 11, 77% said they devoted 15-30 
minutes a day to the daily newspaper, as against 67% in 
the Fifth Grade and 48% in the Third Grade. 
Feingold9 backs up this finding by stating, "The fact 
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that 68% of them ~high school students~ read newspapers 
less than thirty minutes a day indicates the daily 'press 
does not offer much of interest to the average high school 
youth." 
Sports and comics are most frequent1y preferred in 
high school and college, but the interest in comics wanes 
for college students, particularly girls, Fendrick found. 10 
He said that entertainment news was considered important 
reading matter for high school youths. 
The problem concerning whether or not the daily news-
paper holds much of interest to young readers will be dis-
cussed in a later chapter. 
A summary of this chapter is best given in the words 
of H. R. Long~1 "Pupils in Grades 3 to 12, inclusive, 
collectively, are a group of headline scanners, picture 
viewers and comie strip followers who prefer motion picture 
ads and who avoid editorial comment like the plague." 
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II. The Role of Children•s Non-newspaper Reading Material 
According to Mauck and Swenson,1 in a study of pupils 
in Grades four through eight, reading ranked fourth among 
the major recreational interests. 
However, Lyness2 reported that reading ranked third in 
leisure-time activity preferences by boys in Grades 3, 5, 7, 
and 9, second by the boys in Grade 11." &irls put reading in 
third place in Grades 3 and 5, and in second place in Grades 
7, 9, and 11. Lyness concludes that the children•s reading 
increased somewhat with age. 
The latter study, published in 1952, which summarized 
the responses of more than 1,000 pupils to a ques.tionnaire 
on reading, viewing, and listening habits, may indicate 
that at least up to that year television had not been much 
of a deterrent to reading. 
Jordan3 says that boys in Grades four to six enjoy 
reading books of mystery and adventure with detective stories 
running a close third. Girls like mystery stories, fairy 
tales, and adventure stories. 
He says boys in high school like magazines and books 
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concerned with science and invention. Girls like romantic 
fiction and household arts. 
On the same subject, Lazar,4 studying 10 to 12-year-olds 
found movie and theater magazines to rank high ~or girls, but 
boys prefer detective and mystery with science and mechanics 
close behind. 
She found the types of books preferred by bright and 
average boys to be books of adventure and history. Average 
girls like mystery stories best with fairy tales ranking 
second; bright girls gave mystery as first choice and 
adventure second. 
Children said they liked books for different reasons: 
because they were books of adventure, mystery, excitement, 
thrills, action, sport, outdoor life, airplanes, suspense, 
and bravery. 
In a reading interest study of 1,387 Wisconsin boys 
and girls, Malchow5 learned that junior high school pupils 
are most interested in books containing: 
Boys 
1. Stories of animals 
2. Variety and number·of adventures 
3. Tales of boys and girls who find themselves in mischief 
and trouble 
4. Stories which introduce new places, peoples, and customs 
5. Books about war and fighting 
6. Stories about real boys 
~'I 
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7. 
s. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Episodes of great action 
Humorous pranks and predicaments 
·Giris 
Stories of mystery 
Accounts of home life and family relationships 
True to life stories 
Variety and number of adventures. 
Children in mischief and trouble 
Humorous pranks and predicaments 
New places, people, and customs 
Accounts of poor a~d downtrodden people 
Malchow c.oncluded that l. Love of adventure is the 
greatest single factor in creating interest for boys and 
girls in a story; 2. Love of mystery is a strong factor 
in girls' reading interests; 3. Love of animals influences 
reading of junior high school boys, but not as much of girls; 
4. There is a tendency for children to be interested in 
stories of new coUntries, people, and customs. 
Adventure was also the dominating influence in boys' 
first choice of magazines according to a North crarolina 
study. 6 The author says that fiction combined with interest 
in women's arts is first with the girls. 
There are three types of interest that attract the boy 
of twelve, he concluded, and stick with him until he is 
eighteen.. These are fiction,, adventure, and science. 
Many investigators have found that girls read more 
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than boys. Some of these are Terman7, Chase8 , Lehman and 
Witty9, and Adams10• Lazar4 believes this may be due to 
the fact that their activities are more restricted to the 
home than in the case of boys. 
We have seen some factors in children's magazine and 
book reading. Why do children concentrate on comic strips? 
A sociology professor at Kent State University.in 
Ohio, J. F. Cuber11 said that high school students did 
not know how to use the newspaper as a source of infor-
mation. 
He reports the majority did not understand newspaper 
vocabulary. Nearly 50% could make no distinction between 
news stories and editorialized articles. Many accepted 
headlines as being exact summaries of news stories. 
Very few had standards to dis~inguish desirable from 
undesirable papers. Most of them thought any paper was 
as acceptable as the New York Times since ~oth were news-
papers. 
Kremen12 says that the child is naturally interested 
in newspaper reading, but he is usually limited to read-
ing the comics because of a lack of skill in reading 
habits and a lack of information concerning the format of 
the newspaper, making its handling difficult. 
"The newspaper," he says, "can help in making child-
ren aware of world problems and of their responsibility as 
10 
11 
citizens for thinking constructively on the questions of 
0 the day. "All this," he concludes, "and more can be done 
through teaching the newspaper in the school. 11 
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III. The Newspaper in the Classroom 
Educators and newsmen both realize the value of 
bringing the newspaper into the schools. More and more 
schools are using newspapers in various courses. What 
newspapers are doing in this field will be discussed in 
a later chapter. ~ow we will be concerned with the role 
of the newspaper i~ the school from the educator's point 
of view. 
"Since most people display ignorance of financial, 
governmental or political questions, 11 said one educator, 
E. Hunter1 , "there is a need for schools to teach inter-
pretation and understanding of newspapers and magazines." 
Hunter said that a newspaper course would correlate 
with all the fields of study in the school. English 
teachers could use the newspaper to teach spelling, gram-
mar, and vocabulary. The newspaper could be used in study-
ing finance, government, politics, civic planning, science, 
and advertising. 
. "The teaching force could create the habitual read-
ing of newspapers and magazines. Children would get 
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understanding which will help them to vote as good citiz-
ens in the future," he closed. 
Waym.ack2 wrote, "Our processes of formal education 
can make sound use of the newspaper from kindergarten to 
college inclusive, and in literally a thousand ways 
involving nearly every kind of course." 
He continued, "Our educational processes need the 
newspaper ·'integrally' in order to relate education to 
life, to our generation, to reality, to education's funda-
mental job of preparing youth for vocation and citizenship." 
Speaking about the advantages to children in using 
the-newspaper in classrooms, J.J. DeBoer3 said, 
Newspapers provide a variety of services which are 
not adequately utilized by young people, many of 
whom restrict their newspaper reading to the comic 
strips, sports page, and possibly the front page 
headlines. 
By a~ailing themselves of other parts of the .daily 
newspaper, young people can find amusement and enter-
tainment, information concerning present hobbies and 
suggestions for new ones, guidance in the selection 
of motion pictures and radio ~TV now also_?, busi-
ness and vocational information, and many kinds of 
aid. 
In many instances young people need merely to be 
introduced to new~paper features to start them on 
the road to fuller utilization of the newspaper. 
In order to help pupils read newspapers intelligently, 
Wol~eley4 suggests that teachers break down old and bad 
reading habits and set up new ones. The teacher, with at 
least one good newspaper available, should help the pupils 
' to read all pages of the paper. 
15 
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Wolseley says, "Since :the average American citizen 
reads his paper less than.half an hour daily in only a 
few pages; the first, sports, comic, society, and 
women's, the inbetween pages are neglected. Pupils must 
be taught to read th~ rest of the paper." 
"Once the habit of looking over every page is 
formed," the educator continued, "the pupils might next 
be told the advantages of reading more or something else 
than the headlines of· each news story. 
"The pupil can be taken through a newspaper plant 
and a newspaperman or journalism teacher can explain to 
pupils how news is gathered and processed." 
Two-thirds of the high schools surveyed on the use of 
the newspaper, reported they had at least one course which 
~tilize& newspapers.5 
The first part of a two-part survey of forty-four 
high schools in fifteen northern states was a question-
naire based on pupils' reading habits, while a second part 
asked the educators questions about the use of newspapers 
in the schools. 
Because of the possibility of pupils' prestige answers 
we will pass over to the second section. It is interesting 
to note, however, that 57% of the pupils said they spent 
only fifteen to thirty minutes reading the daily paper. 
16 
The educators report that the newspaper is used as a 
source of information in the classroom for subjects in the 
following order: history, civics, economics, science, Eng-
lish, social science, vocational work, journalism, govern-
ment, sociology, and law. 
Courses which emphasize intelligent readipg of the 
newspaper were social science, English, journalism, and 
commercial subjects. 
The two school departments which used the newspaper 
most regularly in classroom work were social science and 
English. Commercial, science, journalism, and home econ-
omics trailed behind. 
The researchers conclude in part that it is evident 
the newspaper has a place in the high school curriculum, 
not only as a source of information, but also as a medium 
for giving youngsters a chance to think for themselves. 
How are newspapers actually used in various school 
subjects? A Massachusetts elementary school teacher 
explains how they are used to teach third and fourth 
graders. 6 
During a political campaign, third graders cut out 
pictures of candidates. The pupil either read the legend 
or told about the candidates in his own words, thus fol-
lowing the campaign in a small way. 
~ 
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The bulletin board in the school had two headings 
11Faces in the News" and "Music News". Children brought 
in pictures of musical celebrities appearing in Boston. 
Fourth graders who were learning to read large numbers 
brought headlines in which such numbers appeared. 
A Connecticut English teacher found newspapers an ex-
cellent aid in teaching punctqation and spelling.? 
Forty copies of the local newspaper are used daily by 
a teacher in Ohio. 8 He uses them in his remedial English 
class. The students speak on current events, use words 
found in editorials for learning to spell, and lea~n gram-
mar from the newspaper. The teacher says the newspaper 
put life back into the study of English. 
Journalism classes are recommended by Miller9 because 
any interviewing involved gives students an experience "of 
the utmost value" for learning poise and self-confidence, 
and for practice in meeting people. 
In a Nashville, Tennessee eigth-grade class, the news-
paper was used in the following ways: 10 
1. Reading the morning newspaper resulted in forum dis-
cussions of civic problems. The paper's campaigns for 
civic improvements were followed. 
2. After seeing the newspaper's cartoons·, the pupils tried 
to express their ideas in original cartoons. 
3. Statements of TVA customers in other cities showing 
18 
old and new rates were clipped. Students compared their 
electric light bills with proposed TVA rates. 
4. Editorials on local problems interested pupils in inter-
viewing city authorities and recording the information. on 
a tape-recorder. 
5. A group scanned the paper and reduced important news 
to a brief radio script. The radio was turned on and their 
scripts were compared with the morning broadcast. 
6. The newspaper study lead to an interest in Southern 
agricultural problems. 
Civics was taught very successfully by a Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin high school teacher with the use of copies of 
The Sentinel and The Journal provided free by those papers. 11 
Some subjects covered were elections, political part-
ies, non-partisan pressure groups and county government. 
The newspaper became a source of fact material, supple-
menting the text, bringing it up to date, and giving pract-
ical illustrations of theoretical generalities. 
A Cleveland, Ohio history class was taught current 
12 
events with the aid of newspapers. The course concen-
trated on teaching pupils to be better future citizens 
through reading the newspaper intelligently and digesting 
its news items from day to day. 
Maguire13 reported that newspapers and magazines 
were used with success to teach history in 15 ~alifornia 
19 
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high schools. 
Newspapers were endorsed by an economics teacher14 
who said, "There are no textbooks that can teach element-
ary economics more effectively than an intelligent class-
room use of the daily newspaper." 
He says that over a period of two or three months, 
enough articles can be found in the papers to cover all the 
topics of elementary economics. 
"Surely," he says, "no student of economics can bel-
ieve the subject composed of dead, useless theories, when 
he sees them daily applied in the news of the world." 
A visit to a newspaper is endorsed by many educators 
and encouraged by many newspapers. 
One educator15 said, 11Visiting a newspaper appeals 
strongly to the student and offers not only the excitement 
and curiosity of seeing something created, but also the 
chance for a contact with a technical vocabulary in act-
. " J..on. 
Gregory and McLaughlin16 have commented·on a news-
paper tour and the results of a 11 teaching the newspaper" 
course: 
Junior high school students can be 
taught to read the newspaper intelligently. 
An excursion through a newspaper plant fur-
thers their interest in and enjoyment of the 
paper. 
The time spent in teaching the newspaper 
was worthwhile. The study aroused more inter-
est on the part of the students than had been 
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.evident all year. 
The students have become more alert readers 
of the newspaper. There is a better understand-
ing of good journalism as well as a deeper sig-
nificance of freedom of the press. 
Two educators, Varner17 and Straub18 give revealing 
comments from their students. 
Varner relates that when a senior English class in 
his Pennsylvania high school desplayed ignorance about 
vital world affairs and showed a lack of interest in ~he 
daily newspaper, a six-week unit called 11How to Read a 
Newspaper" was begun. 
The course was resolved into six problems entitled, 
1. What is a Newspaper?, 2. Features and News, 3. The 
Columnists, 4. Editorials, 5. Entertainment features and 
6. Newspaper Advertising. 
Class activities included radio listening, a trip to 
a newspaper, interviews with reporters, panel discussions, 
and news writing. 
At the end of the project, remarks like these were 
honestly expressed: 11I never looked at any part of the 
newspaper except the funnies before 11 ; "I never knew there 
was so much on the editorial page. In fact, I didn't 
know there was an editorial page." 
Straub reports the finish of another newspaper class 
brought similar comments: "I think I am beginning to 
like to read the paper."; "I've been delivering that paper 
21 
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to eighty customers daily for two years, but I never read 
it myself until this term. Say, now I even read the 
editorials. tl 11My mother has noticed lately I've been buying 
fewer comic books. I guess it's because I've been spending 
more time reading the paper.u 
Some time after this class ended, the teacher discov-
ered the pupils had continued to read their daily newspapers. 
Grocock19 has informed fellow educators how to co-oper-
ate with newspapers on school news. He said that a faculty 
member of a school should be appointed as director of pub-
licity to cover for the local paper all events of impor-
tance that might go unnoticed. This director should be 
able to ~~ite in newspaper style and co-operate with the 
editor by covering all events of real news value. 
Grocock wrote, uThe vast majority of pupils are vitally 
interested in school news. In reading an article, they are 
likely to see in print the name of a friend, certainly, of 
an acquaintance. That is exciting. They may even see 
their own names, an event even more stimulating. This is 
a valuable incentive to the reading of newspapers." 
Th~ South Bend, Indiana Tribune has an annual Industry-
, 
Education day. Teachers sit down for informal talks with 
the Tribune's executives. 
Clarence Harding, of the Tribune, said in 1952, "We 
22 
were able to straighten out some thinking about newspapers 
which is not always too favorable in the classroom. 1120 
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IV. The Questionnaire 
Representatives o~ a total of 129 newspapers answered 
a questionnaire sent to them concerning what daily news-
papers are doing to interest, attract and hold young read-
ers. The newspapers were arbitrarily divided into three 
I 
divisions, using their A.B.e. circulat~on figures in the 
following way: small = 0-25,000; medium = 25,000-100,000; 
and large = 100,000+. 
Of the 129 newspapers, 125 were from the United States, 
three were from Canada, and one was from New Zealand. The 
distribution by circulation was as follows: 
Small 
Medium 
Large 
Circulation 
0-25,000 
25, 000-100' 000 . 
100,00~ 
This was the questionnaire: 
Dear Circulation Manager: 
Total 
41 
51 
37 
Percentage 
32% 
39 
29 
We would be grateful if you can spare a few moments to 
answer the following questions. This inquiry is part of 
our research on the subject: "How Can Daily Newspapers 
Gain Yo:ung Readers?" 
1. \Vhat specific appeals does your newspaper o~fer to 
young.readers? 
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Editorial content: 
a. What special features? 
b. What syndicated features? 
c. What features for teen-agers? 
d. What how-to-do-it features? 
e. What letter columns for children or young readers? 
f. What features for children just learning to read? 
g. Others? 
(PLEASE ENCLOSE SAMPLE TEAR SEEETS OF YOUR "YOUTH AP:PEAL" 
FEATURES.) 
Promotion: 
2. What specific sales promotion do you carry on to inter-
est young readers? 1' 
a. Does your newspaper sponsor a youth organization, fun 
club, forum, or similar group? Please explain. 
b. Does such a club get new readers for your newspaper? 
c. \ihat age groups? 
d. Do certain activities appeal to certain age groups 
and not to others? 
3. Do you have any working arrangement with schools or 
teachers to use your newspaper in the classroom, €.g. 
civics, economics, social studies, etc.? Please 
explain how this is done. 
4. Do you believe that television has taken away a por-
tion of your young readers? 
a. Do you have any proof of this? 
5. Other comments that will be·useful for this survey: 
(PLEASE SEND US ANY RESEARCH MATERIAL OR DATA ON STUDIES 
YOUR NEWSPAPER HAS MADE ON JUVENILE READING HABITS.) 
TH.A:NK YOU. 
I 
'i 
I 2s 
' 
1. a & 1 •. c. What Special Features and \Vhat Features for 
Teen-Agers? 
All the newspapers except the New York Times have comic 
strips. Although I realize the value and high readership 
of comics, I have nevertheless eliminated them from the 
newspapers' answers. This was done for ease of tallying, 
because of the almost universality of comic strips. Here-
after, when a "none" answer appears, the reader will remem-
ber that it means in most cases none except comics. 
Since most newspapers answered questions la. What 
special features and lc. 'ihat features for teen-agers, 
interchangeably, I have combined their answers. 
No small or medium, and only two large newspapers1have 
a daily page for young readers. Daily columns are only 
slightly more prevalent. Weekly columns and pages, some 
containing school news material written by teen-agers are· 
more numerous.(See table on page 30) 
More than half of the·small papers have only one regu-
lar feature; three-fourths of the medium dailies and 
almost three-fourths of the large newspapers have two or 
more youth features.(See graph on page 31) 
Size does not seem to be an overwhelming faator in a 
newspaper's youth features. Throughout the answers in 
the questionnaire this fact appears--some small, medium 
ll 
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Distribution of Newspapers' Special Features and 
Features for Teen-Agers 
Breakdown of Newspapers by Circulation: 
Small •••• 0-25,000 
Medium ••• 25,000-lOO,OOO 
Large •••• lOO,OOO+ 
Features 
Weekly Columns 
Weekly Pages 
Daily Column(s) 
Daily Pages 
Children's Pages 
Childr~n's Miscellaneous 
Features 
Organizational News(Scouts, 
4-H, etc.) 
School News 
Col~s or Pages written 
by Young Readers 
Sports News Stressed 
Pictures. Stressed 
Features(Profiles) About 
Teen-Agers 
Miscellaneous Features 
Calendars 
None 
Small Medium Large 
6 14 14 
3 13 9 
0 6 6 
0 0 2 
3 2 7 
2 8 8 
11 12 2 
16 21 8 
12 14 9 
10 14 10 
7 14 5 
0 3 5 
7 10 18 
3 
7 
l 
2 
1 
3 
(Syndicated features are not included in this data) 
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and lalge newspapers make ample efforts to attract and 
intere~t young people, while some other small, medium 
and lallge newspapers do virtually nothing, 
Her are some of the outstanding answers from small 
d .1. i a~ ~es: 
A s~all paper in &reenfield, Massachusetts, the 
RecordJr Gazette uses "A quantity of county and local 
news aJd picture material relative to the Y.M.C.A., Boy. 
and Gi:rll Scouts (also Cub and Brownie), school news, honor 
rolls, seasonal features on playground activities, pet 
shows, etc." 
The .Brattleboro Daily Reformer in Vermont presents 
"News ~rom the surrounding high schools under the heading 
of the ]high school; complete coverage of local school 
sports jwith photos etc; 4-H club news and activities, 
recrea~ion calendar." 
The Index-Journal in Greenwood, South Carolina has 
" ••• Sco~t news, high school column "tveekl.y, sports, Y .M..C .A. 
news, ~ior Editors, teen-age column, pictures of teen 
activi~ies." 
The .!Times in Gadsden, Alabama uses a weekly school 
page a~d a gossip column. 
A lolcally written teen-age column along with a large 
amount of news about youth organization activities and 
I 
f 
.I 
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youth athletics is featured in San Rafael, California by 
the Independent Journal. 
Another small daily newspaper, the Fon Du Lac Common-
wealth-Reporter in Wisconsin promotes youth centers and 
youth councils in the p13-per. They also have "Local 
reports and pictures of school clubs, activities, pictures 
of rural school pupils; employ school correspondents and 
4-H club reporters." 
The Topeka,. Kansas State Jiournal says its "Topeka Teen 
Scene," a local column written by teen-agers, has high 
readership. They also have a weekly children's page 
which contains stories, puzzles, games,. drawings, how-
to-do projects and seasonal coloring contests. 
In Colorado, the Boulder aamera uses "School news pre-
pared by our staff or written and submitted by students 
and ~heir faculty sponsors, particularly from two junior 
high schools." They also have :two syndicated 11 teen." col-
umns. 
In addition to syndicated features, the News-Press ~n 
Stillwater, Oklahoma says, "the high school journalism 
class furnishes all the high school news and it is run 
throughout the paper daily." 
"Special picture coverage of teen-age dances and social 
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events are used and reporters are assigned regularly to 
cover school activities" says the Lexington Leader i\[1. 
Kentucky. Other features they use include 11Baby J3uggy 
Banter(pictures of babies with undercut-also appeals to 
adults); pictures and stories abo~t playground activities; 
extensive sports coverage on kid baseball, basketball, 
swimming and softball. 11 
The Waukesha Daily Freeman in Wisconsin, covers 
organizations such as the,Boy and Girl Scouts, Y.W.C.A. 
Y-Teens, De Molay, Job's Daughters, 4-H groups, Future 
Farmers, Future Homemakers, Country Life, Youth Centers; 
we run features on Y-Teen formals, camp life including 
day camps for small fry, students in various activities 
such as typing for Easter Seal campaign, going away to 
school, hobbies. We always play up in story and picture 
all school special events, such as homecomings, proms, 
various events where kings and queens are chosen, and 
sports which ·come under the sports section where schools 
are given much space." 
The Yakima Daily Republic and Morning Herald, a med-
ium-sized paper in Washington has a large weekly school 
news section written and bylined by students; teen-age 
news on women's pages; emphasis on library news of inter-
est to the very young; and special teen-age Y.M.C.A. and 
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Y.W.C.A. columns. 
The News Free Press in Chattanoogat Tennessee features 
a syndicated youth feature and pictures of school classes 
touring business pl~ces: newspapers' plants·; factories. 
In Ohio, the Canton Repository uses "Weekly school 
pages; Sunday special 4-H page and annual awards program; 
extensive high and grade school sports promotions; and a 
special biweekly picture page. 
Besides an advice column,,the Madison, Wisconsin 
State Journal prints, 11 'Youth Journal' and 'Youth on View', 
a double column of pictures and text on youth activities; 
~Gmetiwes all pictures,sometimes written by school youths 
themselves; heavy feature cove~age of school activities, 
especially in music, art and dramatics. 
The Argus ~eader i~ Sioux Falls, South Dakota reports 
that they have frequent school feature stories, frequent 
school pictures and P. T .A. stories. They replied, ''Our 
columnist occasionally writes children's items--dog 
stories, lost pets, etc~" 
A unique weekly inquiring reporter-type column, in 
which the same questions are ask?d of four high school 
pupils, is featured by The Courier, in Champai~, Illin-
ois. The a~wers are printed with half-column pictures. 
The column is rotated among ~hree high schools. The 
-
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Courier says they also have diligent news coverage of 
schools, projects, school clubs, 4-H clubs, with numer-
ous photographs. 
In New York, the Utica Press-Observer Dispatch has a 
school page on Sunday, written by students. "Local 
Daughters," which is a profile on a local teen-age girl 
also appears on Sunday. They have a teen-age column on 
Saturday. Also, they concentrate on school sports. 
The Camden Courier Post in New Jersey uses a high 
school news column, Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A. news, and Boy 
and Girl Scout news. They give complete coverage to all 
inter-scholastic sports. 
The Ki~chener Daily Record in Ontario, Canada prints 
a weekly column written by school students and called 
~'School Daze 11 , a 11Keen Teens" column by the news staff', 
and school news. 
In New Zealand, the Christchurch Star Sun features a 
weekly half page of puzzles, stories, contes.ts, and 
poetry sent in by young readers. 
A large newspaper, the Detroit, Michigan Times has a 
special page every Friday. It is entitled "Record News 
for Modern Youth." This page offers autographed pictures 
and exclusive stories of recording artists, eight lists 
of the week's top ten tunes as reported to the paper by 
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its teen-age readers and by six of Detroit's leading radio 
disc jockeys~ and a column for and by teen-agers giving 
~heir views, questions and answers on items of special 
interest to them. The Times also uses Walt Tiisney's Dis-
neyland contest with colored pictures and puzzles for 
children younger than thirteen to put together for prizes. 
A pro:file of an outstanding nevrspaper boy appears three or 
four times a week. 
A weekly high school page using high school reporters 
is printed by the Herald and Express in Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia. 
Also in California, the San Diego Union Tribune has a 
"weekly profile-type feature about one outstanding "dec-
ent" juvenile--a youth who has made some outstanding 
achievement. 11 Another of their efforts to attract youth 
is their weekly teen-age page, which includes features 
about teen-agers, a weekly forum and weekly activities 
calendar. 
The Boston Post in Massachusetts~ runs both a child-
ren's page and a teen-age page each Sunday. Their own 
artist draws a colored cutout paper doll and wardrobe for 
younger children. Besides the Sunday page, teen-agers 
can look forward to a "Teen-of-the-Week11 feature, a record 
column, news about teen-agers, and a monthly "Teen Fashions 11 
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feature. 
The Washington Post in the District of Uolumbia, feat-
ures "Scholastic ~ports .Associatiorr"pages. They say, 
"The S.S.A. is designed to give high school students the 
opportunity to learn the newspaper business. They do the 
whole editorial job (writing, photography, editing and 
makeup). It creates interest at the school level. In 
addition, we feel, it gives us superior sports· coverage 
of high school events. Incidentally, we have gotten a 
half dozen fine reporters from this group after gradu-
ation in the past ten years." The Los Angeles Examiner, 
in California has a similar program. 
The Oklahoman-Times, in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 
prin~s a weekly teen page, a childrens page in its Sunday 
supplement section, a high school sports feature, and a 
record column. 
Memphis, Tennessee's Commercial Appeal has t:j. "Child-
rens Page" on Sunday containing a variety of features for 
young readers. There is "Pen Pals, Inc." which uses the 
letters from small readers. They say, "We have a feature 
called 'Small Mem~his' which carries a picture and story 
of a young person. There is a scattering of word puzzles 
and a column which helps solve the problems of the young 
folk, titled 'vJhat 's Your Problem,?:' We have a column 
il 
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called 'Teen Talk. ' The '·Childrens Page' publishes a poem 
and a story by young authors and usually there is a write-
up of T.V. programs of interest to children." The paper 
also has a society column for teen-agers and an a~~ice 
.\ 
column. 
Heavy coverage of 4~H club activities is given by the 
Atlanta Journal & Constitution in Georgia. Their features 
include "Our World Today", articles "9n current affairs 
prepared by the staff of the University of Georgia~ 
appearing on the front page of the Monday afternoon edi-
tion; a syndicated children's feature which runs four 
times a week; specially emphasized prep sport~ coverage; 
a teen-age mail column three times weekly; a page every 
Saturday devoted to teen-age activities; a column called 
"Teen Talk" by the teen-age editor, Betty Carrollton; and 
the "Top Teens" series with many pictures,which runs about 
thirteen weeks during school terms. 
In Toronto, Ontario, Canada, The Star uses a syndi-
cated feature for children and devotes much space to 
"Pee-wee" sports. They had a "very large write-up 
recently on Abigail Hoffman. She is an eight-year-o2d 
girl who w·as playing on a boys' hockey team without any-
one connected with the league knowing she was a girl. 
This children's story attracted a lot of attention here 
= -
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in Toronto." 
I 
The New York Herald Tribune runs such features as 
science, sports, ~ooks, hobbies, travel, biography, 
nature stories, and entertainment columns. 
In Illinois, The Chicago Tribune has 
weekly series of fashion features by Angela-
pointed specifically at the teens. A Tribune 
column by Adaline Starr, 'Family Living', covers 
problems of courtship and marriage. A current 
series of articles on 'Good and Bad Teen-agers', 
by Norma Lee Browning, and a series •I Belong to 
a Teen-Age Gang', which reports the problems o~ 
teens interviewed on the streets and in jail, are 
both aimed at teen-agers. We have Ruth McKay's 
'White Collar Girl~ series, written for career 
women of all ages, and Marcia Wynn's 'You and 
Your Child', designed for young marrieds. Many 
features in our radio and T.V. columns, and in 
Herb Lyons' 'Tower Ticker' column are also inten-
ded to appeal to young readers. 
1. b. What Syndicated Features? 
The ten leading syndicated features used by the sur-
veyed newspapers were Junior Editors, Uncle Ray's Uorner, 
Walt Disney's True Life Adventures, Try It, Manners and 
Morals for Teens, by Kitty Turmell, Young Moderns,by 
Vivian Brown, Junior Treasure Chest, Ask Andy, Tips for 
Teens, by Elinor Williams, and miscellaneous Associated 
Press wire service teen features. 
11 Junior Editors", by Violet Moore Higgins is an 
Associated Press newsfeature which uses ideas sent in by 
young readers. It has items of interest to young children; 
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sometimes it has things to color, cut out, and make; some-
times it features geographical sketches. 
"Uncle Ray's Corner" appeals to both children and 
teen-agers with such topics as history, geography, and 
animals. 
Walt Disneyts "True Life Adventures" deals with sub-
jects of life and nature in panel form. 
A how-to-do-it ty~e of feature by Rerb Sweet, called 
"Try It" shows young people hovr to make simple playthings. 
It is a Des Moines Register and Tribune Syndicate feature. 
"Teen Etiquette 11 and "Manners and Morals for Teens", 
by Kitty Turmell; "Young Moderns", Associated Press News-
feature by Vivian Brown; "Tips for Teens", by Elinor 
Williams; and ttTeen-Age Mail", by Dorothy Ricker o'f the 
Des Moines Register and Tribune Syndicate, are all teen-
age advice columns. 
"Junior Treasure Chest 11 comes in the Sunday supple-
ment, "Family Weekly", edited by Marjorie Barrows. Among 
its features are letters, stories, hobbies, and puzzles. 
"Boys and Girls"' features from N.E.A. Service Incor-
porated, include puzzles, 11 Zoo's W'ho", lette:r columns, 
stories, nature features, and magic tricks. 
Another how-to-do-it feature from the Register and 
Tribune ·Syndicate is "How To". 
r Questions sent in by children are answered by "Ask 
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Andy". In answer to a recent question he told the story 
of Marco Polo's life. 
"Patterns" by Anne Adams gives the girls patterns for 
making clothes. 
"Stamps in the News" is a column for philatelists. 
"A Lovelier You" by Mary Sue Miller gives young women 
beauty tips .• (for a tally of syndicated features, see chart 
ori page 43) 
A total of 44 newspapers or 34% had no syndicated 
features for young readers,other than comic strips. 
Seventy-five per cent of the medium-sized newspapers had 
one or more syndicated features, compared with sixty-three 
per cent of the small and fifty-seven per cent of the large. 
The medium and large papers both averaged 2.1 syndicated 
features; the small papers averaged 1.5. 
1. D. What How-To-Do-It Features? 
The five most used how-to-do-it features named by the 
newspapers were "Junior.Editors," "Try It", "How To", "Boys' 
and G-irls' Page", and home improvement columns. 
The Associated Press feature, "J"unior Editors" often 
has things £or children to do and make; most of the home 
improvement columns were for adults, but most newspapers 
claimed teen-age readership for these items; "Try It" and 
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Syndicated Features 
(arranged by number of newspapers carrying the feature) 
Junior Editors--------------------------------------11 
Uncle Ray's Corner-----------------------------------9 
Walt Disney's True Life Adventures----------·---------8 
• Try It-----------------------------------------------6 I 
manners and Morals for Teens & 
Teen Etiquette(Kitty Turmell)----------------------9 
Young Moderns(Vivian Brown)--------------------------6 
Junior Treasure Chest--------------------------------5 
Ask Andy---------------------------------------------5 
Tips for Teens(Elinor Williams)----------------------5 
Unnamed Associated Press Columns---------------------5 
How To-----------------------------------------------5 
Teen-Age Mail(Dorothy Ricker)------------------------4 
N.E.A. Boys and Girls Page---------------------------4 
Patterns---------------------------------------------4 
St~ps in the News-----------------------------------4 
A Lovelier You(Mary Sue Miller)----------------------4 
Daily Bedtime Stories(Burgess)-----------------------3 
Teen-Age Tips(Elizabeth Woodward)--------------------3 
Teen Columns(Sheila Da~7)----------------------------3 
The Worry Clinic(Dr. Crane)--------------------------3 
Tom Trick--------------------------------------------2 
Dorothy Dix---------------~--------------------------2 
Uncle Wiggily's Bedtime Story(Howard R. Garis)-------2 
Young Hobby Cl~b(Cappy Di~)-------------------------2 
Penny's Party Patter(Harry Haenigsen)----------------2 
Santa and Dimdiddy(A.P. Christmas Ieature)-----------2 
Wishing Well-----------------------------------------2 
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"How To" are from the Des Moines Register and Tribune 
Syndicate; and cer.tain parts of' the N.E.A. "Boys' and 
Girls' Pagett are how-to-do-it features. 
There were 70 newspapers or 54% which said they 
had no how-to-do-it features. Of these papers there is 
almost no difference between the three size groups: 
Size Total Percentage 
small 23 56% 
MediUJit 27 53 
Large 20 54 
How-to-do-it features named by the newspapers were: 
Junior Editors--A.P.-------------------------11 
Home Improvement Columns----------------------9 
I 
Try It(Register & Tribune Syndicate)----------6 
How To(Register & Tribune Syndicate)----------5 
NEA Boys' and Girls' Page---------------------4 
The Fixit Family(Harold Smith)----------------3 
Young Hobby Club(Cappy Dink)------------------2 
NEA Do-It-Yourself'----------------------------2 
l. E. What Letter Coiliumns For Children or Young Readers? 
Only 21% of the papers surveyed had regular letter 
columns specifically aimed at young readers. Out of 
129 papers, 93·· had no letter columns for children. 
Seven newspapers said that young people do use their 
regular letter columns • 
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The following is a breakdown of the questionnaire 
answers to this question: 
Children use regular letter ~olumns----------7 
Letter column on children's page-------------6 
Letter column on Junior Treasure Chest 
page(Family Weekly supplement)-------------5 
Teen-Age Mail(Dorothy Ricker)----------------4 
Letter column on teen page-------------------2 
Santa Claus Christmas letters----------------2 
None----------------~----------------------~93 
Miscellaneous Letter Columns----------------10 .~':.' -
Total 129 
Newspapers having letter columns are broken down into 
size groups below: 
Small------22% 
Medium..-----24 
Large------4l 
l. F. What Features For Children Just Learning To Read? 
The newspapers named 11 Juni0r Editors" more often 
in response to this question than any other feature. 
Children's stories also ranked high. 11Uncle Ray's Cor-
ner" was mentioned by two newspapers as appealing to 
young children. However, seven others whfuch;use this 
feature did not place it in this category. 
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Thirty per cent of the small, 49% of the medium, 
and 46% of the large newspapers have features for young 
children. Fi~ty-seven per cent of all the newspapers 
have no features of this type. A tabulated list of the 
answers follows: 
Junior Editors------------------------------11 
~atious stories------------------------------8 
Children's page once a week-------------·-----5 
Coloring contests----------------------------3 
Burgess' Bedtime Stories---------------------3 
Nature columns-------------------------------3 
Tom Trick------------------------------------3 
Uncle Ray's Corner---------------------------2 
Children's book reviews----------------------2 
Walt Disney coloring features----------------2 
Children's Corner----------------------------2 
Parts of Junior Treasure Chest---------------4 
None----------------------------------------74 or 57% 
The Toronto Star's answer deserves repeating. 
It said, 
We do know that youngsters like our numerous 
pictures. We have always been known as a pic-
ture paper. We believe that this brings us 
many readers among new Canadians who learn 
English from looking at the pictures and study-
ing the cut lines. We have never thought of 
this as a particular appeal for children learn-
ing to read, but I do know that youngsters fol-
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low the pictures long before they read the 
paper regularly. 
Several,newspapers with original features are listed 
below. 
The San Francisco Examiner has a daily feature for 
youngsters called "Juniorama Playland.n Here a child 
finds playthings to make, wins prizes for sending in a 
story, poem, drawing, or news about his or her doings. 
A child can read stories, solve puzzles, and learn to 
draw. 
In Kansas, young readers can read the Topeka Daily 
Capitol's weekly "Capitol Junior 11 page of drawing con-
tests, special stories, puzzles, and party hints. 
The "Junior Press Club" of the Los Angeles Times 
is "very simply written and is of interest to seven and 
eight-year-olds as well as children up to twelve." 
The club has stories, interviews, profiles on great 
men, and essay contests. 
Children in the state of Washington read the nTila-
kums11 feature in the Spokane Daily Chronicle. This fea-
ture concentrates on drawing contests. 
In Cleveland, Ohio, the Cleveland News has a. 11Uoo-
kie Club" for girls. It is a daily column which in-
eludes contests, birthday listings, and special events 
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they may attend. 
The Mason City Globe-Gazette in Iowa, runs a weekly 
two or three column feature, the "Grade Gazette, 11 about 
doings in elementary and primary grades. 
1. G. Others (other features)? 
Some of the other features used by daily newspapers 
are as follows: 
The Jamestown, New York Post-Journal uses troop or 
den news written by Girl Scout and Brownie troops in their 
circulation area. They also cover Boy Scouts, Future Far-
mers of America, and Little League baseball extensively, 
with many names and pictures. 
The Glendale News-Press in California prints 11ski 
conditions; occasional camera column; full coverage of 
playground activities during vacation; Little League 
coverage; Youth of month award; full coverage of all youth 
groups. 11 
"We run a very popular feature once a week called 
'Teen-age Talent,'" says 2he Journal-Sentinel in Winston-
Salem, North Carolina, "each consisting of a picture and 
story about a boy and girl who have distinguished themselves 
in the fields of entertainment or learning." Some of their 
other youth features include the publishing of high school 
honor rolls regularly , carrying on the sports page fea-
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ture stories and pictures of outstanding high school players 
unde:r the caption, "Player of the Week"; and a weekly col-
umn, "Campus Courier" which reports personal doings in the 
colleges and universities of the state. 
In South Carolina, the Charleston..:. Post News and 
Courier has a Sunday School lesson in full color, and sep-
arate columns for the Boy and Girl Scouts, the College of 
Charleston, and Citadel College. 
The Spokesman-Review Charities Inc. is sponsored by 
the Spokesman-Review of Spokane, Washington. Annually 
they present a sports show in the Coliseum and make arrange-
ments for students to attend the show at reduced rates. 
The Waukesha, Wisconsin, Daily Freeman had a series of 
twenty "hot lunch" programs now being carried on throughout 
the county in rural schools. They say, "We cover Symphony 
Concerts for children put on by the Waukesha Symphony 
Orchestra. We did a number of articles on forums in which 
young people took part, mainly at the Women's club and at 
the Parent Teacher Association.n 
The Times Picayune and New Orleans States in Louisiana 
carries many features aimed at the general public and not 
specifically at young readers, which, "however do hold 
interest for young readers, also." Several of these fea-
tures are an amusement page, "Radio and TV Notes,""Movie 
Mirror, 11 11Column on the Square, 11 "Shutterbug Suggestions," 
11 
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"Literature and Less," "Travel, 11 11 The World of .Art," and 
11 The Disc-Course. 11 
The Los Angeles Times says, 
.At least every other Thursday the entire 
front page of the Women's section is devoted to 
youth. In addition to our regular features, pic-
tures are played very heavily and there is nearly 
always a picture layout in addition to individual 
activity 'pies' relating to stories. There is a 
'Youth Forum' conducted regularly at some school 
or before some local group. Members of the Forum 
discuss youth problems like drinking, petting, etc. 
Three women writers work on the youth features. 
One of them recently accompanied members of the 
Y.M.C • .A. Model Legislature to Sacramento and wrote 
the proceedings which were printed with accompany-
ing pictures. 
2. a. Does Your Newspaper Sponsor a Youth Organization, 
Fun Club, Forum, or Similar Group? Please Explain. 
Newspapers' promotional activities fell into the 
following categories: Number of Times 
.Activity Was 
.Activity Mentioned 
Sports Tournaments------------------------------15 
Exhibits (Science Fairs, .Art Exhibits, etc.)----13 
Clubs and Organizations-------------------------13 
Sports Teams-------------------------------------9 
Newspaper Plant Tours----------------------------9 
Coloring Contests--------------------------------8 
Various Other Contests--------------------------10 
Spelling Bees------------------------------------7 
Sports Programs (Lessons, Schools, etc.)---------7 
Soap Box Derby-----------------------------------6 
None--------------------------------------------59 
50 
0 
0 
Forty-six per cent of the newspapers sponsor no youth 
activities. Of those which do promote such acti vi tie.s, 
28% sponsor mor.e than one activity. A breakdown of the 
newspapers by size reveals that a greater percentage of 
large newspapers have youth promotions than do similar 
percentages of the other two groups. The large papers 
also sponsor more activities. 
30% of small newspapers sponsor an average of 2.5 activities 
57% of medium newspapers sponsor an average of 2 ac~ivities 
78% of large newspapers sponsor an average of 3 activities 
Here are some prominent answers from the various 
sized newspapers. 
In the small newspaper group, The News-Press in Still-
water, Oklahoma, sponsors a football program for youngsters. 
The Evening Sentinel in Holland, Michigan promotes 4-R 
groups, youth tennis and table tennis tournaments, and a 
junior garden club. 
In Fon DuLac, Wisconsin, the Commonwealth-Reporter 
sponsors pet shows, 4-H clubs, Junior Achievement, and 
junior fairs. They also back baseball teams and give prizes 
for winners in juvenile athletics. 
"We sponsor a baseball team of liL to 19-year-olds 
and a football team of 10 to 14-year-olds in regular 
league competition," says the Meriden Daily Journal in 
Connecticut. 
I 
I. 
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A swimming meet for boys and girls up to the age of 
seventeen is co-sponsored by the Ithica dournal in New York. 
The Missourian in Columbia, M2ssouri sponsors a Sea 
Scout Ship; 75% of the membership is from the newspaper boys; 
25% comes frbm outside youths. 
Also in Missouri, the Jefferson City News Tribune pro-
motes a soap box derby. 
A Little League baseball team is backed by the Fremont, 
Ohio News Messenger. 
The Lexingto:r:t Herald-Leader in Kent'Qcky says, "We sup-
port the Central Kentucky Yo'Qth Symphony Orchestra and pub-
licize its activities (not under our name however. The 
whole community joins in this project~) We conduct a 
swimming school annually for 2,000 children, ages 8-16. 
We print a 'Vacation Fun' pamphlet(calendar) ann~ally.; dis-
tributed to every child in the city and county schools, 'as 
well as parochial. We have annual parties for orphan chil-
dren and crippled children, tours of our building for school 
children, and we co-sponsor a Christmas music pageant attended 
by 10,000 annually." 
Almost six out of ten medium-sized newspapers sponsor 
youth activities. The Madison Capital Times in Wisconsin, 
organizes marble and jump-rope tournaments. 
An annual Youth Talent Exhibit, with displays in fine 
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arts, handicrafts and science, is supported by the State 
Journal in Lansing, Mi.chigan. 
The Canton Repositor~ in Ohio, promotes a spelling bee, 
a speakers' bureau which presents talks in schools, an annual 
current events quiz for all high school students in their 
areas, and tours of their plant.. Each of the 3,000 children 
who tour the newspaper every year, is given an illustrated 
booklet, "The Story Behind Your Newspaper." 
The Sioux Falls, South Dakota Argus Leader will have 
a Soap Box Derby in June, 1956. 
"For many years we operated an annual Sports 'Jamboree 
in which the paper made awards to outstanding athletes in 
our public schools," reports the Star News of Pasadena, 
California. "This was held in an auditorium seating 3,000. 
It.was ultimately dropped because we were forced to turn 
away more persons than we could admit. Our principal pro-
motion now is student trips through our publishing plant. 
We average several conducted tours every week. 11 
11We sponsor a journalism workshop and annually award 
a scholarship in journalism, 11 says the Gazette in Kalamazoo, 
Michigan. 
11The \vide Awake Club" is organized by the Flint Journal 
in Michigan. The club has a full page devoted to its act-
ivities each Sunday. Anyone who sends in material for 
this page receives a membership card. 
·~ j 
In Reno, Nevada, the Gazette Journal. writes, "We wel-
come school groups on field trips through oUr plant and 
conduct a number of tours each year. Each student is given 
a visitor button and a multi-lithed copy of a general out-
line of newspaper operation. Occasionally, we take a group 
picture and run it as a news item. Presently we are plan-
ning a series of stories and pictures of each of our carrier 
salesmen, to run in the paper. We feel that this type of 
promotion is of interest·to the young set." 
Similarly,. the Waukegan News-Sun in Illinois reports, 
"We conduct almost daily tours of the plant for students, 
Girl and Boy Scouts, and other groups." They also back a 
Junior Achievement newspaper. · 
Another M2ddle-West paper, the Green Bay Press Gazette 
in Wisconsin says, "We sponsor no particular group, but 
give good coverage to all. We conduct tours through our 
plant for school children of all ages from our entire circu-
lation area. Tours are arranged by appointment. A booklet 
describing the toux and the paper is given out to the hun-
dreds 1>rho vis± t our plant every year. 11 
In Kansas, the Kansas City Kansan sponsors a junior 
bowling tournament. 
An annual youth talent exhibit for young people in 
grades 7 through 12 is conducted by The Herald in Grand Rap-
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ids, Michigan. A youth talent board, composed of former 
winners, meets to discuss ideas and assist with the pub-
licity for the show. 
"Our newspaper sponsors a high school track meet and 
also picks an all-star high school football team," writes 
a representative of the Charleston, South Carolina, ~ 
News and Courier. Boys who make the all-star team are 
presented emblems and given a luncheon by the paper. 
They had a Christmas coloring contest in 1955 which drew 
1,200 entries. 
The Madison State Journal in Wisconsin "sponsors and 
1
1 
directs the State Spelling Bee, in connection with the 
National Bee, involving more than 40,000 students each 
year with liberal promotion within the paper and special 
tabloids which we print." They also organize and promote 
the Soap Box Derby with approxima~ely 150 boys and an 
equal number of service organizations from the. city and 
surrounding towns ~articipating. 
In Washington, the Tacoma News Tribune conducts ski 
schools and a science fair. 
A soap box aerby and a science fair are backed by 
the Lafayette Journal Courier in Indiana. The winners 
of each are sent to national contests with their teach-
ers or sponsors. 
The Santa Rosa, California Press-Democrat has a week-
II 
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ly double-page spread which covers school news in three 
counties by student-correspondents. In June, all the high 
school graduates have their pictures in the paper. "If 
there is a single child in the three counties. between kin-
dergarten and college who doesn't get a picture or name 
in print almost every year, it isn't because we didn't 
try," they write. "We sponsor youth spor-qs teams. We 
promote and extensively cover in the ne1vs a four county 
high school press conference; a three county Empire Spell-
ing Bee for primary students; an annual kite flying con-
test f.or all ages; and a cartoon-coloring contest. 11 
The Kitchener Daily Record in Ontario, Canada re-
ports, 11\lle frequently conduct tours through our plant for 
schoo~ groups. We give each pupil a kit of souvenirs in-
cluding a line of type with the person 1 s name, a- silrip of 
teletypesetter tape, a cutting of a page mat and a piece 
of plastic engraving. In the kit we also place a minia-
ture facsimile of the first newspaper published by the 
Record's founders." 
The Deseret News and Telegram of Salt Lake City, 
Utah lists the following promotional activities: color-
ing and comic contests(three a year), for children through 
the age of 10; Junior Pentathlon track and field program 
in which participate 18,000 boys younger than 16, from 300 
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schools; a free tennis school for youngsters 10 through 16 
years; State Tennis Tourney with several special categories 
for boys and girls 11 through 18 years; a Learn to Swim 
campaign in which 9,300 boys and girls from 8 to 18 were 
enrolled during a one-week drive in 1955; Silver Pins Prep 
Bowling Tourney; Youth Softball League which last year in-
cluded 1,000 boys and girls mainly between ll and 18 years 
old; Seminar for Sallies, an annual teen-age girls fashion-
charm show; and a free Ski School·and Ski Tourney. 
In Illinois, the Rockford Star-Register-Republican, 
with the sanction o£ the Amateur Athletic Union, stages 
annually an amateur basketball tournament for young men, 7 
to 30 years old; separate boys' and girls' jnnior golf 
tournaments;. Junior Fishing Derby; Junior Swimming Meet; 
all-city high school football team selection and award 
dinner. Also, they donate trophies to high school track 
events and give medals to outstanding high school R.O.T.C. 
cadets. They sponsor, too, a carrier scholarship program. 
Almost four out of five large newspapers sponsor 
activities for young people. Following are examples of the 
\ . 
activities promoted by these newspapers: 
"We operate the Gannett Barn," answers the Rochester 
Democrat Chronicle, "The Barn was built by Frank Gannett 
because the city had no other facility where teen-agers 
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could enjoy a dry night club. The Barn, a big Quonset 
hut is the scene of dances and other youthful functions. 
Small fees are charged •••• Rowdyism is unknown; the kids 
set their own rules; and the sheriff's deputies protect 
the place from intruders. It is managed by our promotion 
department~ 11 
In Michigan, the Detroit Times sponsors a "Teens of 
the Times" club. Free football games, entertainment pro-
grams, and other offers are made from time to time to 
members who show their membership cards as admission tick-
ets. The paper holds annual Hearst oratory and history 
contests for high· school and college students. They also 
conduct a "Green :Pennant Safety" campaign for grade school 
students. 
The Herald and Express in Los Angeles, California 
directs an "Annual Tournament of Orators" for high school 
students; an annual model yacht regatta in co-operation 
with the schools; sandlot baseball competition, with the 
winners going to New York. They present also, a trophy 
to the champion high school football team. 
The Washington, D. C. Post-Times-Herald says, "We 
sponsor a championship high school football game which 
last year attracted more than 18,000 fans, and a children's 
book fair which attracted 35,000 parents and teachers. 11 
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The New York World Telegram-Sun directs spelling bees 
and also has coloring contests. 
In Nebraska, the Omaha World Herald sponsors many 
activities for children, which are handled by their youth 
activities director. They co-sponsor, "Learn to Swim 
Classes" in which more than 5,000 children are taught to 
swim in four city pools. The finals of the "Show Wagon 
Talent Contest" drew 7, 200 in 1955. !'The World-Herald 
Story," a sound movie in color has been shown to more t.han 
83,000 in churches, schools and clubs all over Nebraska. 
They have "Children's Theatre Parties" monthly, averaging 
900 attendance. The paper backs 4-H activities. 
The "Boy and Girl Week" in April, promoted by.the 
World Herald, features a youth parade, a square dance fes-
tival, and a luncheon for honor~ry city·officials. In May 
they issue to 37,000 grade school children a booklet , 
"Playtime in Omaha" listing vacation recreational facil-
ities in and near Omaha. The paper sponsors a "Midget 
Hockey League; Junior Tennis and Golf Clinics with fr.ee 
lessons; a d-unior Baseball Clinic for grade and high school 
boys; sports and R.O.T.C •. awards. 11 
The South Bend Tribune in Indiana backs a sandlot 
baseball team and has an annual dinner with awards to cor-
respondents for the high school page. 
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The Oregon Journal Juniors and Seniors are sponsored 
by the Portland Oregon Journal. The Juniors have model boat 
regattas, catfish derbies, talent shows, supervised hobby 
clubs and an annual picnic to the beach and amusement park 
for 12,000 kids. The paper also directs a weekly prep panel 
which discusses timely topics of interest to teen-agers. 
In California, the Sacramento Bee has a youth program 
which includes a science fair, spelling bee, baseball school, 
football banquet, dry ski school, ski races, Christmas show 
and movies, school safety program, golf tourney and a swim-
ming and diving meet. 
The Christian Science Monitor is connected with a 
Youth Forum which uses the newspaper as the basic study 
piece. 
Occasional contests are sponsored by the Herald-
Traveler in Boston, Massachusetts. They have had the Soap 
Box Derby. They encourage school children to make an ed-
ucational tour of their plant and they supply each one with 
a pamphlet, "New.s Into Print". 
The Minneapolis Star in Minnesota writes: 
The only thing we do along this line is a series 
of small reader participation contests for the young-
sters who read the 'Daily Disneyland' comic f-eature. 
About every other day we include an invitation to 
them to enter a con~est. On alternating days we run 
the names of the winners of the contest. The only 
reward the winners receive, in addition to getting 
their names in the paper, is a card designating them 
as members of a Disneyland Club. 
The clubs are: Coloring Comic Artists Cartoonists, 
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Gag Writers, Detectives, Poetry, Bright Idea, and 
Spelling. These names indicate the kind of reader 
participation contests used with the feature. 
For instance, vre may ask the kids to color one of 
the comics, or complete a dotted-line drawing, or 
write a poem on a given subject, or see how many 
vrords they can make out of another word by re-
arranging the letters. Each contest draws about 
200 pieces of mail. 
< 
In Tennessee, the Memphis Commercial Appeal has a 
television program, "Quiz 'Em On the Air.n This is a ques-
tion and answer program using high school students as con-
testants. They are asked questions based upon the contents 
of the newspaper during the week. A winning team is deter-
mined at the end of a 13 or 14 week series. They report, 
"We have used this program for several years and the T.V. 
station tells us that it has a pretty good local rat,ing." 
The New York Herald Tribune has an annual project, 
"Forum for High Schools.·" Every Spring, thirty foreign 
honor students from various nations visit this country and 
spend about three months in the 4omes of American high 
school students, sharing household duties, attending class-
es and taking part in everyday school and community activ-
ities. This experiment in international understanding cul-
minates in a "Forum" event. The young guests from abroad 
exchange views with their hosts on the over-all theme, "The 
World We Want." 
A special Herald Tribune Forum issue is published soon 
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after the event and brings to classrooms a full, verbatim 
report of the speeches and discussions, as well as many 
interesting sidelights of the "Forum." The paper has also 
a "Fresh Air Fund 11 which sends needy youths to camp. 
The Des Moines Register-Tribune in Iowa sponsors a 
Junior Golf Tournament. 
The New Orleans Times Picaygne of Louisiana has a 
swimming club which gives free swimming lessons at various 
pools for toddlers to teen-agers. Each child fills out a 
coupon which appears in the paper and indicates on it his 
choice of pools. Successful stud~nts are awarded minnow 
pins at the end of the season. 
The Times Picayune also has the "Aunt Jane Letter 
Club." This club sponsors a weekly letter writing contest, 
giving awards for the three best letters of the week. 
Twice a year for six weeks, a 11Biggest News of the Year" 
contest is held by the club. It conducts such events as 
parties, educational trips, and an annual "Aunt Jane Letter 
Club" picnic. 
In Illinois, the Chicago Tribune has many sponsored 
events. The Chicagoland Music Festival attracts a c~ewd of 
youngsters to watch as many as 8~000 amateur and prof~ssional 
musicians in all age groups. The Festival each year features 
many winners of contests sponsored by organizations across 
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the country in co-operation with the Chicago Tribune Charities 
Inc. Tribune-backed all-star football games attract ~ans 
young and old. Since 1933, more than 900,000 m.en, women and 
children have attended the sessions of the newspaper's golf 
school which gives free lessons. 
Since 1936 the paper has awarded medals to outstanding 
R.O.T.C. cadets at hundreds of high schools and colleges 
across the nation. Th~ paper is also behind an annual dress 
parade and review, with 5,000-10,000 youngsters participating. 
The Tribune has directed ice skating competition in the Silver 
Skates Derby since 1917, to interest Ohicago young people in 
skating. This is similarly done in swimming; a meet has 
been 'held annually since 1930. 
The Journal and Constitution in Atlanta, Georgia prints 
10,000 prep football books annually for use in promoting 
sports interest. The.paper sponsors a state-wide basketball 
tournament in which all the high school class AA team~ engage. 
A banquet plus a tour of Atlanta is held for all eleven dis-
trict spelling bee winners and their chaperons. An annua~ 
4-H club banquet is given during the State 4-H Congress. 
This entertains about 500 4-H delegates. A portion,of the 
banquet is televised4 
2. b. Does Such a Club Get New Readers For Your Newspaper? 
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Those which sponsored youth activities answered as 
follows: 
.Answer 
Yes 
No 
Don't Know 
Maybe 
Number of 
Newspapers 
20 
9 
9 
2 
Club Too New To Tell 2 
Not Our Intention 1 
Others 3 
No Answer 24 
Percentages 
29% 
13 
13 
3 
3 
1 
4 
34 
Only three out of ten were sure that their efforts were 
rewarded by obtaining new readers. Several noteworthy com-
ments by the newspapers' representatives are contained below. 
nrt is not possible to determine whether the youth news 
is res:ponsible for new readers,n writes the Los .Angeles Times. 
The Santa Rosa Press Democrat believes that the child-
. 
ren's preference has a great deal to do with what newspaper 
enters the home. "We figure that if they are fans of this 
newspaper when they first learn to read, the habit ~ill carry 
over into adulthood and keep their eyes on the newspaper 
instead of T.V. 11 
The Leader in Lexington, Kentucky writes, "We feel we'll 
get the new readers if we cover fully events in which young 
people are interested." 
The Madison, Wisconsin State Journal speaking of the 
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Spelling Bee and the Soap Box Derby said, 11 We don't ask 
them to but certainly believe these two promotions tie us 
to young readers and their families." 
Another Wisconsin paper, the Fon DQ Lac Commonwealth-
Reporter answers,. "We presume so since when a youngster's 
picture or name appears he is likely to naturally insist 
his parents subscribe to the paper." 
The Memphis Commercial Appeal says, "We feel that 
while it ~their T.V. quiz program_? doesn't sell directly 
it does secure and maintain the interest of a certain 
amount of readers." 
None of the newspapers which answered "no" to this 
question further qualified or explained their answers. 
2. c. Ylliat Age Groups? 
Of those newspapers which answered this question, 42% 
direct their promotional activities to the teen-ager or the 
high school group. One-third of them aim at children of 
all ages, while 11% have activities for children twelve 
years old and younger. The remaining 14% range in various 
groups from 7 to 17.years. The youngest age mentioned was 
5 years old. 
Spelling bees are usually for children between the 
ages of 7 and 16. Coloring contests are for children 
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younger than 10. Some children's pages appeal to the whole 
range of ages. 
2. d. Do Certain Activities Appeal to Certain Age Groups 
and Not to Others? 
This question obtained a very poor response. Of the 
38 which answered it, only 4 newspapers said "no." The 
answers wer~ as follow·s: 
Yes-----------28 
No-------------4 
Don't Know--------6 
No Answer--------91 
3. Do You Have Any Working Arrangement With Schools or 
Teachers To ITse Your Newspaper in the Classroom? e.g. 
Civics, Economics, Social Studies, etc? Please Explain 
How This Is Done. 
Six out of ten daily newspapers in answer to this 
question said they had some arrangement or connection with 
schools, either directly or indirectly. However, three out 
. 
of ten had no arrangement at all. The answers ranged from 
11none" to "We give free copies to schools .. " In general, 
large newspapers have more working arrangements with schools 
than do either medium which were aecond, or small. A sum-
mary of the answers is seen in the table on page 67. 
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Summary of the Answers to Question #3 
.Answers Number of Percentage Newspapers 
None 39 30% 
Merely Used 
In Classes 25 20 
Yes (with 60% have direct 
various comments) 27 21 --~.or indirect · 
Yes (free copies) 18 14 --lschool 
Yes (special connections. 
rates) 7 5 
No .Answer 13 10 
129 100% 
Of the 60% of newspapers that do have some arrange-
ment or connection with schools, there were 21 large news-
papers •or 73%, 33 medium ne"torspapers or 65%, and 21 small 
newspapers of 51%. 
The answers to question #3 are further broken down 
in the following table: 
Merely Used 
In Classes 
SMALL '1 J-7-% 
MEDIUM 12 24% 
LARGE 6 16% 
Yes (with Yes (free 
comments) copies) 
SJ.V"l.ALL 7 17% SJ.V"l.ALL 
l\rEJDiffi\1 12 24% MEDIUM 
LARGE 12 32% LARGE 
None 
SMALL 14 34% 
MEDIUM 14 27% 
LARGE 11 30% 
1;1:10% 
9 18% 
5 14% 
Yes (special 
rates) 
SMALL 3 7% 
MEDIUm: 0 
LARGE 4 11% 
(% -- refers in this table to percentages within size groups) 
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. Some illuminating answers were given by newspapers in 
the various size groups. In the small newspaper category, 
the Recorder Gazette in Green~ield, Massachusetts answers, 
"We have subscribed for several years to 'Current Affairs' 
~ilms for schools in our area which have strip film pro-
jectors. This 'library' is used yearly and each educator 
has (by personal interview) attested to its usefulness. 
Many of our area schools also do use the newspaper itself 
~or classroom work." 
The Greenwich Times in Connecticut says that ten 
copies a day are used in primary schools. 
"Each school library in this county and .five adjoining 
counties is furnished with both a library copy and a copy 
~or journalism classwork," says the News-Press in Stillwater, 
Oklahoma. 
In Wisconsin, the Superior Evening Telegram sells their 
paper to schools at a special rate. 
"We have no working arrangement, but we know our paper 
is used frequently in the classrooms in connection with the 
courses mentioned in the above stated question, plus English 
and journalism courses," writes the Boulder Camera in Color-
ado. 
The Holland, Michigan Evening Sentinel has school 
classes touring their building often. Civics and journalism 
' . 
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classes use the paper for study. They submit articles 
per~odically, and special features during· Tulip Time, 
Holland's big festival held in May. 
The Star in Marion, Ohio gives free copies to high 
schools for use in their journalism classes. Schools also 
receive papers for ~heir English classes if they have a 
need for them. 
The Waukesha Daily Freeman in Wisconsin reports that 
they print the school paper, advise its editorial staff 
and help them with the make-up. They have arrangements 
with the public relations depattments of high schools and 
colleges to receive .Publicity on their activities. The 
paper also contacts the supervising teacher for items of 
interest in the grade schools. Their county editor fol-
lows school leads and has run a series on school lunches, 
new schools, first days at school and other such subjects. 
In the medium circulation range, the Press-Observer-
Dispatch in Utica, New York says, "We furnish all schools 
in the area and many individual teachers who make a request, 
with a copy of the lYiilwaukee Journal edited book, "The News-
paper in the Classroom11 which was written by educators show-
ing how the newspaper can be helpful in teaching many diff-
erent school subjects." 
The Waterbpxy Republican American in Connecticut supplies 
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newspapers to Americanization classes. 
The Pasadena, California Star News is used extensively 
in classrooms for the study of both newspapers and the com-
munity; teachers usually request that the student bring his 
family paper for this purpose. 
"Last year we made arrangements through the director 
of curriculum; teachers indicated the number of papers 
required for study in each class daily. Teachers and stu-
dents greatly appreciated this," reports The Gazette in 
Kalamazoo, Michigan. 
Also in Michigan, the Flint Journal furnishes day old 
copies. of the paper whenever requested. 
"Our newspaper occasionally goes into classrooms for 
group study. Newsprint is so tight we are not encouraging 
the idea at present," writes the Columbus, Ohio Citizen. 
The Chattanooga News Free Press in Tennessee says 
that a number of classes from first grade through elemen-
tary school tour their building each year. 
Free copies of the Stockton Record in California are 
used in high schools. They contribute to an outline for 
teachers called "Newspaper Unit for Eighth Grade.n 
The Daily Republic and Morning Herald in Yakima, 
Washington says, " •••• we do know that the syndicated "Uncle 
• Ray" feature is used in low·er classes and the news content 
10 
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plays an important part in current events reports in upper 
classes. 
In North Carolina, the Winston-Salem Journal-Sentinel 
answers, 
Before the opening of school each fall we print 
several thousand copies of a guide to the ~Pro-
gram of Information on World Affairs' ~originated by 
the Minneapolis Star_? which is a current events quiz 
program. These copies are sent to teachers in schools 
throughout the circulation area. The guide contains 
helpful information about the program. It lists the 
topics on which the quiz will be based each week dur-
ing the school year. The teachers turn to the Jour-
~ for the background articles, quiz and ans~ers, 
then use the newspaper in their classrooms. More 
than 260 Northwest North Carolina schools put the 
program into use last year. 
We promote 11Uncl. e Ray" by sending every month 
a schedule of his topics to school teachers in our 
area. Teachers use "Uncle Ray" in their classroom 
work. Many of them report that their students find 
the column helpful in their studies. We conduct the 
annual spelling bee for 34 counties with the winner 
going to the National Spelling Bee in Washington, D. 
a. Last year 450 schools (160,000 pupils) were 
represented in our bee, which is for boys and girls 
up to 15 years of age. Stories and pictures run in 
the paper from January 15 to May 25. 
The Burlington Free Press in Vermont says, "Our book-
let, 'Using the Newspaper in the School' is available for 
all teachers. Annually we supply 'Current Events Study 
Charts' for use in Vermont classrooms. A civics class in 
a Burlington high school conducts a weekly column wherein 
they interview people on important civic problems. Our 
'Arts Awards Contest' is a new school promotion for 1956." 
In Wisconsin, the Madison State Journal has an arrange-
ment whereby they furnish free daily papers to several 
schools in the surrounding territory for use in civics and 
social studies classes. This has run as high as 250 at a 
time. 11Each year," they say, "at the teachers' convention 
in Madison, classes put on a demonstration of how they study 
the paper and what they receive from it. We believe some 
subscriptions can be traced to this project, but we are 
more interested in building an interest in and understanding 
of newspaper reading in this age group. 11 
The Tacoma, Washington News Tribune has furnished 
schools with reprints, though not necessarily out of the 
paper. The paper is used quite regularly in·certain class-
room work. 
The Kitchener Daily Record in Ontario, Canada says 
that their paper has been providing high schools with free 
copies for use of the students in the school libraries for 
many years. They write, 
Particularly in the district high schools outside of 
our city zone this is very helpful because so many stu-
dents eat their noon luncheons in school cafeterias and 
have considerable leisure at the noon rec.ess. In our 
city zone The Record's pages are utilized more as ref-
erence material because with nearly 100% circulation 
coverage, most students have read our afternoon news-
paper at home before the evening meal. 
In the city elementary schools within the retail 
trading zone, many grades have a complimentary copy as 
a text for the study of current events and social stud-
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ies. We cannot give a measured effectiveness of 
this program. But from written and spoken appreci-
ations we know that it is welcomed and since it is 
good service, we believe that the Record, as donor, 
benefits. These gift. subscriptions are sometimes 
sent to the home of the teacher who marks the items 
or features the class is to study the following day 
• • • • Our carrier training film entitled, :r.This is Your 
Business, Jt in color with sound-track, has been shown 
in all of the city schools as part of their citizen-
ship training program. 
The Record has published a map of Midwestern Ont-
ario which was designed especially for assistance to 
school teachers to teach local geography and assoc-
iated studies in the classroom. These copies have 
been provided without cost to every school in the 
area of the map, even in districts where we have no 
circulation. 
The Christchurch Star Sun in New Zealand reports that 
it is the custom in their country for current affairs to be 
studied from the newspapers. 
In the large circulation group, the Detroit Times 
invites students by letter, by advertisements in its paper 
and in school newspapers, to visit the Times and take com-
plete guided tours through its bui~ding. A souvenir book-
let is given to each guest, along with a paper "hot off 
the press." Requests for tours have multiplied in recent 
years they report. 
The Cincinnati Post gives free copies of the paper to 
schools for use in civics classes. 
The Beacon Journal of Akron, Ohio has no arrangement 
with schools but they are planning a program for the future. 
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"Classes in South Bend Central High School use our 
paper each day in English classes on an experimental basis. 
They use it to create discussion and it seems to be working 
out fine," says The Tribune in South Bend, Indiana. 11 0n 
the basis of these experiments," they continue, "we plan to 
extend it next year. We have arrangements with all schools 
to take readership studies in classrooms. 'We have made 
.studies of comics and general content by this method. 
Material is distributed by us and surveys conducted as part 
of class work. We have arrangements with schools to distri-
bute booklets pointing out the value of newspaper route 
training." 
The Hartford Times in Connecticut gives newspapers for 
classroom study on request only. They furnish the school 
with fifty copies a day for a three week period. 
The Portland Oregon cirournal publishes ·a four-page stu-
dent weekly during the school year~ This publication is 
called 11J.iforthwest News" and the subscription price is one 
dollar per year. It serves both public and private schools. 
The Bee in Sacramento, California writes, "Twice a 
year we have a newspaper clinic for school teachers fol-
lowed by a workshop for high scho0l students. The work 
with teachers involves in part the use of the newspaper as 
a teaching device.. The junior high schools also have a 
unit of work on mass communication which involves news-
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papers. When the ~chools are studying this unit we have on 
request furnished daily papers for study material." 
The Christian Science Monitor reports, "Due to our 
type of national and international news coverage, many 
schools and teachers subscribe at a reduced rate." 
The Minneapolis Star developed ten years ago a study 
plan on world news called the "Program of Information on 
World Affairs." It is a teaching tool that encourages 
children to be consistent newspaper readers. The year-
long current events study and quiz plan takes the news-
paper into the classroom. The progrrun is free for the 
asking. The plan is used by 1,100 schools and 90~000 stu-
dents per year inM2nnesota, North and South Dakota, and 
. 
Wisconsin. The progr~ which offers study aids and mul-
tiple-choice quizzes on 26 major issues of the day is di---
rected by William c. Rogers of the Minnesota World A~~airs 
Center, University of M2nnesota, assisted by a committee o~ 
seventeen leading Mlnnesota educators. 
The Star says that the program is offered to junior 
and senior high school teachers as a public service with-
out any circulation tie-up. Its intent is to offer edu-
cators the unique news-gathering facilities of a news-
paper and to encourage young people to develop into thought-
ful newspaper readers. 
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In the fall educators are mailed a 48-page guidebook 
with study outlines on the selected topics. During the 
year they receive a series of weekly background articles 
and quizzes. Weekly program materials are published in 
The Star, with the background article appearing on Monday, 
the quiz on Thursday and the answers Saturday. Advance 
releases are mailed educators without charge. 
Each year The Star makes 75 awards to teachers and 
pupils excelling in world affairs studies and teaching 
methods. The program has won commendation from Dag Hammar-
skjold, Secretary General of the United Nations, Secretary 
of State, John Foster Dulles, and Henry Cabot Lodge, United 
States Ambassador to the United Nations. 
The Star makes the program available to other news-
papers. The Winston-Salem, North Carolina Journal, the Des 
Moines, Iowa Register and the Nashville, Tennessee Banner 
are sponsoring the plan in their respective areas. 
The New York Herald Tribune answers that they main-
tain a well-integrated educational program which makes the 
paper'available to schools at special school rates. The 
program, which is rapidly gaining ground, includes the use 
of the Herald Tribune in classe~; a monthly testing ser-
vice on both the elementary and high school levels; an 
eight page weekly news-review especially edited for school 
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use; a service of staff speakers for schools, and class-
room instructors to teach the use of the newspaper; spe-
cially prepared teaching aids on important news topics 
and study areas to help supplement the news. 
The San Francisco Examiner gives free papers to schools 
out of returns. 
The New York Times School Service Program is sponsored 
by that newspaper. Teaching aids sent to teachers as part 
of the program are booklets describing the application of 
the program in various subject areas. The booklets are 
"An Introduction to a Good Reading Habit," "Vitalizing the 
Curriculum With The New York Times," "The New York Times--
A Basic Text For American History Classes," "The NevT York 
Times--A Basic Text For Problems of Democracy Courses," 
"The New York Times and International Relations," "The New 
York Times In a Vocational and Technical High Schoo~," "The 
New York Times In the Parochial Elementary School," and 
"The New York Times In a Parochial High School." The book-
lets are written by various leading educators. 
The only charge for the educational service is for 
daily delivery of The Times at special rates. Every school 
day the paper is deliyered to schools before classes begin. 
Every school week "The New York Times School Weekly" is 
sent. It contains, in eight pages, a review of the weekts 
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news, maps, charts, cartoons, and a pictorial feature. 
It includes a special page that serves to integrate the 
daily paper with the curriculum. 
Every school month "The New York Times Current 
Affairs Test" is sent--50 questions based on the news of 
the month. Also every school month, background booklets 
are distributed to teachers and students. The booklets, 
written by staff members, are "The Supreme C"ourt," "Pan-
American Partners," " The Age of the Atom," "Uncle Sam's 
Budget, 11 "A Century of Reported lli..stor;y> 11 -11China," " 20th 
C"entury Exploration," and "The United States Presidency. 11 
Booklets available on request are "News--the Story of 
How it is Gathered and Printed," "The Story of the New York 
TiJ71es," "Historic Front Pages of the New York Times--The 
Civil War and Reconstruction Periods, 11 and "How To Get the 
Most Out of Your Newspaper. 11 
In contrast to the experience of another Ontario 
paper, the Kitchener Record, The Toronto Star +eports that 
the Department of Education forbids schools to use commer-
cial props in the classroom as they consider that to be 
advertising one product in opposition to its competition. 
"We have often tried to get into the classrooms of the 
schools but with very little success," they write. 
The Boston Herald and Traveler has a similar problem. 
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They say, "In Boston and suburba.:r;t areas school committies 
by and large are reluctant to permit the use of Boston 
publications in the classroom for political reasons. Our 
recent "Fighters For Freedom" contest, however, was en-
dorsed by educators and in many instances was used in the 
classroom in the study of American history." 
4. D6 You Believe That Television Has Taken Away A 
Portion Of Your Young Readers? 
Of those newspapers that gave straight yes or no 
answers, 38 or 30% answered "no" and 28 or 22% answered 
"yes". If three which answered "I doubt it" are added to 
the former it becomes 32%. The "yes" answers total 30% 
if eight "some" and three "possibly" answers are added to 
it. It then seems that newspapers in general are almost 
evenly divided on this issue. Seven per cent felt that 
television did not take any readers from them but it did 
shorten their reading time. The newspaper from New Zea-
land reports this question is not applicable to that 
country. 
When separated into small, medium and large groups 
we discover that 46% of the small dailies felt that tele-
vision has taken away a portion of their young readers. 
Medium and large papers had 20% and 27% of "yes" answers 
respectively. (see tables on page 80) 
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Has T.V. Taken Away a Portion of Your Young Readers? 
Answer Number of 
Newspapers Percentages 
No 38 30% 
I Doubt It 3 2 
Yes 28 22 
Some~ Possibly ll 8 
Takes Readers' Time 9 7 
Dontt Know 12 9 
No Answer 26 20 
No T.V. 1 1 
Further Breakdown of ";tes" and "No" Answers 
According to Size of Newspaper 
No 
Small -g 22% 
Medium 18 35% 
Large ll 30% 
Yes 
Small 19 46% 
Medium 10 20% 
Large 10 27% 
4. a. Do You Have Any Proof of This? 
Of the newspapers that answered "no" to the previous 
question, 66% said they had no proof. Similarly, 72% of 
the "yes" answers had no proof. These answers are tabulated 
below: 
Answer to g,uestion #4 Any proof Frequency Percentages 
No No 27 66% 
Yes No 28 72 
No Yes 14 34 
Yes Yes ll 28 
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Some interesting and conflicting answers were given by 
the newspapers in answer to both of these questions. 
The Canton, Ohio Repository replies·, "I cannot answer 
this since it is next to impossible to make a comparison 
with reaqership before T.V. We have added features and 
programs but I would say that T.V. holds an edge over papers 
except for sports. This may not indicate a decrease in 
readership, however, because few of us can say what our 
youth readership was before T.V. This is, of course, not to 
our credit." 
The Albany, 1\few York Knickerbocker News answers, "We 
feel that a good share of the youths' time is devoted to 
T.V., particularly in the early evening, which points up 
the importance of early delivery to the home in the evening 
field. However, we have no proof of just how much, if any, 
T.V. has affected our youth to the extent that it has bear-
ing on our sales." 
The answer of the Pasadena, California Star News was 
typical of many, "We do not feel that television has taken 
away readers, whether young or old." 
"It naturally has, but not a great percentage. Par-
ental policies seem to be the controlling factor," writes 
the Fon DuLac Commonwealth-Reporter in Wisconsin. 
The New Orleans Times I>icayune replies, '' •••• we be- · 
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lieve that this medium takes the young ones away from their 
studies, at least insofar as concentration is concerned. 
So if that be true, then it is very likely that they are 
headed away from newspapers too--at least to some extent." 
The Los Angeles Times says, 11 It is not possible to 
determine whether T.V. has taken away a portion of our 
young readers. It might be of interest to note that we 
make use of the great appeal of T.V. to· youngsters by ar-
ranging interviews with T.V. personalities like Davey 
Crockett, Sheriff John and other local entertainers of 
children. 11 
A representative from the Temple, Texas Daily Tele-
gram answers, "Children don•t have the interest in comics 
that they once did. I have a nine-year-old that never 
looks at the daily paper, only the Sunday color comics. 
He just isn't interested; T.V. has much more appeal to him." 
An opposite view is taken by the Utica Press Observer-
Dispatch in New York, "The fact that newspapers have paid 
\ 
more attention to younger readers in later years, in our 
opinion offsets the time grab of T.V. Recalling my own 
youth, and talking with other adults, it seems to the writer 
very fallacious to presume children under 12 ever did spend 
many minutes daily reading newspapers." 
Many newspapers gave as their reasons for answering 
"no" to question four that their circulations are still 
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increasing. 
"Watch them," says the Columbus, Ohio Citizen, "They 
formerly sprawled on the floor reading comic pages. Now, 
they plunk before the T.V. screen." 
Contrariwise, another Ohio paper, the Fremont News 
Messenger has this to say, 11Children are still interested 
in daily comic strips and older ones in local news and 
sports. Where can you f.ind a better T.V. schedule than in 
the newspaper? 11 
The South Bend, Indiana Tribune reports, 11 •••• the T .. V. 
stations~seem not to have any ~igures showing that teen-age 
-
audiences have increased. Furthermore there is no evidence 
that the viewing audience ever were newspaper readers nor 
that they are not now reading papers also. We believe, 
with~his lack of data and statistics on both sides it is 
purely speculative to assume that there has been a change 
~rom one medium to another." 
The Boston Post replies that the interest in the Davy 
Crockett T.V. series sent children to The Post to read the 
Davy Crockett adventure strip that ran for eight months. 
"Great interest in T.V. by all age groups has caused 
us to publish a special T.V. section each Friday and to have 
extensive daily coverage," says the Cleveland News. 
11 Papa doesn't have to worry about his paper'.being all 
torn up and strewn over the living room floor an~ more when 
he comes home at night. I am one of those papas," is the 
answer of the Waukesha, Wisconsin Daily Freeman. 
The Meriden, Connecticut Daily Journal reports that a 
poll of employees' children indicates that T.V. has increased 
the interest in some comics and in some news. 
"Surveys indicate that anywhere from one to four hours 
a day are spent in watching T.V. by youngsters. This amount 
of time must affect newspaper reading," says the Chicago 
Daily News. 
The Minneapolis Star writes the following: 
We do no sampling of readers under 12 years 
of age, and have no evidence; but a doctoral -
dissertation, 'The Relationship Between Reading 
Ability and the Use of Communication Media by 
Adolescents,' by Roberta A. E. Johnson, a Ph. D. 
candidate at the University of Minnesota, based 
on reinterviews with 304 boys and girls in the 
12-18 age bracket who originally were interview-
ed·in our readership surveys in October, 1950 
makes the statement: 
'A significant conclusion drawn from this in-
vestigation is that television consumption ~ 
not limit newspaper readership but does signif-
icantly limit the use of radio.' 
Our own readership surveys indicate as much 
interest among young people (12-18 years of age) 
in such things as comics, movies, and sports news 
nowadays as in the pre-TV era •••• 
The Toronto Record says, "We doubt that television 
has taken away any portion of our young readers. Instead 
we believe that television at first distracts young people 
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from their normal newspaper reading. We believe too, that 
this distraction is not permanent. We cannot as yet offer 
proof for this opinion, but the Record's continued circu-
lation growth supports our conclusions." 
5. Other Comments That Will Be Useful for This Survey. 
Pertinent and somewhat diversified comments were made 
by many of the surveyed newspapers. 
Writing about their weekly teen-age page, the Rochester, 
New York Democrat and Chronicle says, "The paper is proud o:f 
the 'Teen Scene' page. We can't claim it is a great circu-
lation builder but it certainly has the readership." They 
recently conducted a poll in four high schools. Of those 
polled, 68% said they read the "Teen Scene" regularly; 
another 15% read it part of the time. 
The Champaign, Illinois Courier doesn't believe in 
printing features for children below the seventh grade. 
They write: 
If there is tangible evidence that children of grades 
1-6 read 'features' sold as appealing to them, our edi-
tors feel that it never has been presented. The paper 
does run daily stories and full box scores on each 
Little League(9-l2 years) and Jaycee(l3-16 years) during 
their seasons, together with a picture of each team dur-
ing the course of the season. 
Each summer there is usually a full page of pictures 
from each of the Boy and Girl Scout camps; school news 
coverage includes pictures of kids in activities from 
learning to write to the building of boats or making 
of dresses in high school classes. We shoot kids with 
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their hobbies in hobby shows, high school dance 
pictures, etc. We even run high school and jun-
ior high school honor rolls. We run a weekly 
picture of a newspaper carrier boy, selected as 
'Carrier of the Week.' vle think we have seen 
evidence that kids will look for their names and 
pictures in the paper; we know of no evidence 
that they will read a story of how Peter Rabbit 
went lipperty-lip to the carrot patch. 
The promotion manager of ~he Akron, Ohio Beacon Journal 
says, "We will be very interested in learning the results of 
this survey, as we are very interested in furthering our 
efforts towards gaining young readers. Newspapers definitely 
need more promotion aimed at young readers, and we are plan-
ning on doing more in this direction ourselves. Undoubtedly 
the ~uture of newspapers in the United States depends upon 
their 'youth appeal.' 11 
A.representative o~ the Caldwell, Ohio News Tribune 
writes, "Our editor is aware of the need for youth interest 
in the paper and the news staff works closely with the school 
personnel.n 
The Pensacola News Journal in Florida reports that more 
direct appeals ~or the interest of children might be made if 
it were possible to use a full-time promotion editor. 
The circulation manager of the Sioux Falls Argus Leader 
in South Dakota sends a note of appreciation, "This survey 
has brought forcibly to my attention how few features we pro-
vide for young readers. I wish we had more. At Christmas 
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time our files seem to.indicate we did a little work on this, 
but not enough year around. The questionnaire has been effec-
tive in bringing to my attention our lack of strength in this 
field for young readers." 
The Meridan Star in ~lississippi comments, "We do not 
have it, but I think a school page with copy sent in by high 
school boys and girls about once a week is very good. I feel 
that more papers should carry more of this type of material 
, so the younger generation would spend more time reading the 
papers and less time reading movie magazines and comic books." 
The Longview, Washington Daily News says, "Our publisher 
is quite concerned about the small amount of time spent in 
reading daily newspapers. That is the reason for offering 
free copies to the school to help stimulate the reading 
habit." 
"In general," writes the Ann Arbor, Michigan News, "we 
feel our entire newspaper is pitched on such a level that 
young people will read and enjoy it. Our readership surveys 
show we have a substantial portion of youn~ readers. We 
believe it is at least debatable how far a paper should go 
in 'loading up' with special interest material for any age 
or interest group, and prefer to try to publish a balanced 
newspaper with appeal to everyone." 
The Greenwood, South Carolina Index Journal has a sim-
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ilar opinion, "We make a special effort to attract ~ age 
groups'and get them in the habit of looking for the paper. 
Anything we can do is done, within reason. We send papers 
to school libraries and get all the pictures we can of 
childrents activities." 
Also in this vein, the Burlington Free Press answers, 
"We like to believe our newspaper is prepared and printed 
for a typical Vermont family; father, mother and two child-
ren. We believe our pre~entation of the news is read by 
teen-agers. We are ever conscious of our need of being in 
the school and read by those who will be our future family 
heads." 
l 
The Kalamazoo Gazette in Mlchigan feels there is a 
wide area of opportunity for the development of increased 
readership among children and teen-agers. Their editors 
are searching for good ~outh features. 
The Green Bay, Wisconsin Press Gazette writes, "We 
I 
believe that a major effort to attract young readers. is 
most effective at the high school level. We find tJ;la.t it 
I 
is the over-all excellence of the paper rather than a spe-
cialized approach to youth that does the best job. Young 
people like to find an interest in what their parents look 
for." 
Seemingly in answer to those papers which pay little 
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attention to features for "pre-teens, 11 the Yakima,. Washing-
ton Daily Republic and Morning Herald says, 
Just before Christmas our newspaper joined 
others throughout the country and sponsored the 
'Little People's Christmas.Coloring Contest.• 
•••• The contest was limited to 10 years or young-
er. More than 1;700 sets of colored cartoons 
were returned from our circulation of 34,000 
which we think is an excellent return and proves 
that youngsters of 10 and younger also find some-
thing of intere~t in their daily newspapers. 
The Boulder, Colorado Camera 'comments on the value of 
tours, 
We have for a good number of years encouraged 
'plant tours' to acquaint younger people with the 
complexities of publishing a newspaper. Their 
eyes bulge from the newsroom, wireroom, re-per-
forators, local perforators, teletypesetters, to 
the pressroom. Even the paper storage will amaze 
them even though the room seems quite empty. 
They will watch the Scan-a-graver as long as you 
will let them. We feel that they go home think-
ing about their tour, and will be mor.e newspaper 
conscious than before. 
The need for a daily youth feature is pointed out by 
the Cedar Rapids, Iowa Gazette, "We promote Silver Skates. 
We raise money for health camp for kids. We have adven-
ture strips for kids to read. They also like our daily 
picture page. But we sure need a good daily feature for 
kids, and so does every other paper. It's a form of a 
crisis in this T.V. age." 
The circulation manager of the Gadsden Times in Ala-
bama feels it is of utmost importance that something be 
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done to obtain more newspaper readership among young people. 
The Portland, Oregon Journal reports, 
We take a very strong interest in youth 
problems·and activities; for instance, the 
Journal ~ach year holds an Achievement Recog-
nition Dinner for outstanding graduating stu-
dents in the nine Portland high schools. We 
have also sponsored band concerts. The net 
proceeds from these concerts were given to 
Portland high school bands to p~chase addi-
tional musical instruments. Each year the 
paper sponsors a free tLearn To Swiml school 
for youngsters. An annual sponsored Safety 
Ski Slalom promotes safety in this sport • 
•••• Last year, for the first time, the paper 
originated a 'Teen-age Job Shop' to provide 
summer employment for Portland area teen-
agers. This proved to be very successful 
and we plan to repeat this promotion each 
summer. 
11 We have always believed in sponsoring programs that 
will be attractive to the younger people and always try to 
keep something going that will hit any one of three age 
groups: 7-12, 12-16, 16-19," writes the Tacoma, Washington 
News Tribune. 
The Chicago News comments on the importance of inter-
esting young people. They say, "This is a field that needs 
to be fully explored, surveyed and studied. As yet we have 
just scratched the surface. It is a field that is as impor-
. 
tant for the fut'p.re of newspapers as any single thing." 
A small newspaper, the Ithica Journal in New York, 
takes a different sta~d on this subject, 
We do not feel that we have the space to 
devote to features of interest only to young-
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sters. We publicize their activities: Scouts, 
Small Fry football, Kiwanis baseball, etc. 
But we do not have many features (other than on 
lGcal subjects) of any sort in our paper, so it 
is pretty much out of the question to include 
any of interest only to youngsters. I have 
read the paper since I was able to read, and 
have never been aware of any lack of such feat-
ures. I have also read other papers in the area 
as a child, and do not remember that I was ever 
interested in their features which were aimed at 
youngst~rs -- Just the comics and all the adult 
sports I could eat up! · 
The Topeka, Kansas Capitol says, "No newspaper in 
America, to our knowledge, is doing the job'that should 
be done for readers and potential readers in all·age 
groups below the age of 21." 
I • 
The Memphis, Tennessee Commercial Appeal states: 
We are aware of the competition for readers' 
time not only from T.V. but do-it-yourself, sports, 
'and other things, and we are trying to develop a 
more readable and more interesting newspaper. 
Circulationwise we are in a favorable position 
with our newspaper reaching more and more fami-
lies each year and we feel that will help us since 
the young people will come to expect and use the 
paper. If they notice it and use it they are well 
along toward becoming regular adult readers. You· 
have picked a timely subject with widespread in-
terest in the newspaper industry. 
"We have found that s.uch features as science, sports, 
'books, hobbies, travel, biography, 'nature stories, 1 comics 
and entertainment columns are very high on the popularity 
list of teen-agers and even younger children," reports the 
New York Herald Tribune. 
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The Des Moines,. Iowa Register-Tribune says, "We try to 
publish news of juveniles such as Junior Achievement, clubs, 
class activities, scholarship and other worthwhile things. 
The importance of the newspaper to.the growing child is to 
learn that it becomes a necessity in his life as the basie 
source of information he or she will require to fulfill 
d.ut:i;es of c·i tizenship.," 
,. 
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V Con:G.--lusions 
According to several surveys of children 1s newspaper 
reading habits, children concentrate their reading on comic 
strips, sports, and pictures. Youngsters are first attracted 
to newspapers by comics and pictures. In high school they 
become interested in school news, local news, and gossip col-
umns. Most youngsters read newspapers from 15-30 minutes 
daily. The great majority of them. neglect "heavy" features 
such as editorials, and ~ews of national and international 
affairs. 
Other studies indicate that reading is in third or 
fourth place on' lists of children 1s recreational interests. 
The amount of reading increases with age. Younger boys like 
to read books o~ adventure, mystery, detective stories, and 
magazines of science and mechanics. Younger girls read 
books containing m1stery, adventure and fairy stories. They 
also like movie magazines. 
High school boys like books and magazines of science 
and invention while girls enjoy reading romantic ~iction and 
articles on household arts. 
Love of adventure, mystery and animals, and interest in 
other peoples and countries are the biggest factors in ere-
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ating interest in a story for boys and girls. Girls read 
more .than boys, possibly because they are more restricted to 
the home than boys. 
Educators report that the major~ty of school children 
do not know'how to read newspapers and are unfamiliar with 
many of their features. Teaching the newspaper or using 
newspapers in various school-subjects is desirable to teach 
children to be newspaper conscious. Newspapers are use'd in 
studying English, journalism, civics, history, science, 
advertising·, government, economics,. social science, and 
other courses. 
Pupils can be taught to read intellig~ntly and to be 
better citizens by utilizing newspapers effectively. The 
newspaper in the classroom serves to familiarize young 
people with its many features and services. Some courses 
emphasize using the newspaper as a source of information, 
while others emphasize intelligent reading of newspapers. 
Soci~l science and English are the two subjects which use 
newspapers the mosto Newspapers have been used in as low 
as the third grade •. 
Many educators encourage newspaper tours. Teachers 
say they arouse unusual student interest. After newspaper 
courses, children are much more aware of newspapers and 
have become more frequent newspaper readers. 
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A questionna~re concerning what daily newspapers are 
doing to interest, attract and hold young read~rs was ~n­
swere~ by representatives of 129 news.papers. These were 
arbitrarily d~vided into three categories--smal~, 0 to 
25,000 circulation; medium, .25,000 to 100,0~0; and iarge, 
100,000 +. The 1956 Audit Bureau of. Circulation figures 
were used for this pumpose. 
Of the 129 newspapers, only four were outside of the 
ITnited States. Percentagewise the newspapers were small--
32.%; medium--39%; and large--29%. 
Comic strips were eliminated from the answers for ease 
of tallying because only one newspaper did not have them. 
Therefore, in most cases when a "none" answer appe}ars, it 
means none except comics. 
Daily pages and columns for young readers are very 
rare}. Weekly pages and columns are more prevalent with 47% 
of all the surveyed papers using them. More than one quar-
ter of these weekly pages and columns use material written 
by young re~ders. Excluding comic strips and syndicated 
features, more than half of the small papers have only one 
regular feature;. three-fourths of the medium dailies and 
almost three-fourths of the large newspapers have two or 
more youth features. Of the newspapers that do have more 
than one youth feature, about the same number of smali as 
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large have two, three and four features. Almost twice as 
many medium-sized papers have· two, three and four features 
for youngsters as do either the small or the large papers. 
The large newspapers exceed the small and medium only when 
five and six features are used. 
Size does not appear to be a great factor in a news-
paper's yo~th features; some small, medium and large news-
papers make great efforts to attract and interest young peo-
ple, while other small, medium and large papers do very lit-
tle in this line.· 
As far as newspapers' special features and features for 
teen-agers are concerned, again excluding comics and syndi-
cated features, the typical small daily newspaper covers 
school activities, possibly sent in by school correspon-
dents; news of youth organization~ and clubs, schoolboy 
sports, and pictures of teen-age activities. 
Th~ average ~edium-sized newspaper has a weekly teen-
age page, carries school news and news of youth organizations 
and clubs, accompanied by many pictures; youth sports; may 
use teen-age writers; and might have a feature for "pre-
teens." 
The typical large daily has weekly c,olumns or pages for 
teen-agers, and possibly a weekly children's page; uses 
school news and news of youth organizations, though, perhaps 
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not as much as medium-sized papers; may use teen-age writers 
for either youth sports news or school news; covers youth 
sports quite extensively on the high school level; uses pic-
tures of youth activities; a~d has a special feature for 
teens, such as a record column, profile on a teen-ager, or 
a letter column. 
The ten leading syndicated features used by the sur-
veyed newspapers were J~or Editors, Uncle Ray's Corner, 
Walt Disney's True Life Adventures, Try It, Manners and 
Morals for Teens by Kitty Tur.mell, Ynpng Moderns by Vivian 
Brown, Junior Treasure Chest, Ask Andy, Tips for Teens by 
Elinor. Williams,.and miscellaneous Associated Press wire 
service teen features~ 
Almost 35% of the newspapers had no syndicated features 
other than comic strips. Seventy-five per cent of the medi-
um-sized newspapers had one or more syndicated features com-
pared with 63% of the small and 57% of the large. The medi-
um and large papers both averaged 2.1 syndicated features 
while the small papers· averaged 1.5. 
The five most used how-to-do-it features named by the 
newspapers were Junior Editors, Try It, How To, Boys' and 
Girls' Page, and home improvement columns. More than half 
of the surveyed newspapers had no how-to-do-it features. 
Of these papers there is almost no difference between the 
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three size groups. 
Almost 80% of the newspapers had no letter columns 
aimed at young readers. Some newspapers answered that 
youngsters use their regular letter columns. A greater 
percentage of large papers than medium or small have letter 
columns. 
The syndicated feature "Junior Editors," followed by 
chil.dren •·s stories ranked high on newspapers' lists of fea-
tures for children just learning to read. Fifty-seven per 
cent of the papers have no features of this kind. Thirty 
per cent of the small, 49% of the medium, and 46% of the 
large do have features for young children. 
Promotional activities of the newspapers fell into the 
following categories! contests, sports tournaments, exhib-
its, clubs and organizations, sports teams, newspaper plant 
tours, spelling bees, sports lessons and clinics, and the 
Soap Box Derby. 
Forty-six per cent of the papers sponsor no youth activ-
ities. Of those which do promote such activities, 28% spon-
sor two or more activities. Seventy-eight per cent of large 
newspapers sponsor activities for young people; this is con-
trasted with 57% of medium newspapers and 30% of the small. 
Large newspapers promote an average of three activities; 
small average two and one-half; and medium average two. 
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Forty-two per cent of the newspapers a~ their promo-
tions at teen-agers, 33% at children of all ages, while 11% 
have activities for "pre-teens. 11 Various age groups from 7 
to 17 comprise the remaining 14%. The youngest age men-
tioned was five years old. 
aoloring contests are directed at children under 10. 
Spellin~ bees are usually for children, 7 to 16 years old. 
Some of the children's pages appeal to youths of all ages. 
Six out of ten daily newspapers had either direct or 
indirect arrangements for the use of their papers in schools. 
Twenty per cent of these said merely that they knew their 
papers were used in different classes. Thirty per cent had 
no arrangements with schools. 
Of the newspapers that have copies used in schools, 
73% were large, 65% were medium and 21% were small. In gen-
eral, a greater proportion of large newspapers had working 
arrangements with schools than did medium Which,were second, 
or small,. which were last. The answers ranged from "none" 
to "We give free copies to schools." 
Newspapers were almost equally divided as to whether 
or not television has taken away a portion of their young 
readers. However, 46% of the small dailies felt that tele-
vision did take away some of their readers. Some pape~s 
felt that television reduced the reading time of children. 
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Of. the newspapers which answered "no" to the above· ques-
tion, 66% said they had no proof, while 72% of those which 
answered 11yes" offered no proof.. Some typical comments were; 
"We do not feel that television J;;tas taken away many readers, 
whether young or old," "Children don't have as much interest 
in comics as they had before T.V." 11Television has not 
taken readers from us as evidenced by our continued circu-
lation growth .. " "We have added a special section because of 
the great interest in television." "Children are headed 
away from newspapers at least to some extent." 
Most of the surveyed newspapers feel that their futures 
depend to a great extent on their efforts to gain young 
readers. Many of them believe that newspapers are not 
doing the job they can and should do in this field. There 
is some disagreement as to which age groups should get the 
most attention; some papers try to interest only teen-
agers; others appeal to all ages. 
• 
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Should newspapers make special efforts to obtain youth 
readership? Are comic.strips enough? Are newspapers now 
doing enough in this field? What can daily newspapers do 
to attract, interest and hold young readers? This final 
chapter contains some suggestions based on the results of 
this survey which I hope will be helpful to daily newspapers. 
Some newspapers do not believe in loading their vapers 
with material of interest to any one group. Rowever, most 
other papers are in agreement that the youth group does 
need special attention. This is especially true now with 
the rapid growth of television. Already there are indi-
cations that even comic strips are losing· the interest of 
children. An analysis of the youth readership situation 
' 
by Long1 in 1945 is even more true today than it was then. 
He said: 
If the juvenile audience is becoming condi-
tioned to the practice of consulting the news-
paper for only the lighter portions of its con-
tent and of relying upon other mediums for 
infprmation of greater significance, it is time 
for the press to become aware of the fact. It 
is conceivable that a generation of newspaper 
readers may be succeeded by a generation of ra-
dio listeners.~and television viewers_? 
Editors who realize this possibility, will redouble 
their efforts to give to the substantial content of their 
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newspapers a stronger, fresher appeal to the imagination 
of youth. 
Brandenburg:2 doesn't think that even high school news 
is enough, "One approach to winnjng the 'loya:lty' of high 
school students is for newspapers to make their :rre dium so 
attractive and helpful that teen-agers will want to fol-
low their favorite papers in spite of television. 
"Aside from high school news, newspapers need some-
thing special to attract student readers comparable to a 
radio news broadcast or a televised U. N. session. 11 
If young people can be induced to become regular 
readers of newspapers now, the chances are good that they 
will remain regular newspaper readers. Newspapers' "youth 
appeal" may be the· difference between making the future 
newspaper buyers steady readers, instead of occasional 
readers .. 
If the results of this survey are representative, 
then generally, daily newspapers are not realizing their 
potential in this field. A review of some of the survey's 
figures will make this evident. 
There is a need for daily or weekly pages or columns 
for youngsters. Newspapers which prefer weekly pages 
would benefit by publicizing-these pages. The Los Angeles 
Times promotes its youth page on a radio commerc·ial. 
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Even though weekly pages and columns are far more 
numerous than daily, more than half of the surveyed news-
papers did not have· ·them. 
Teen~age~s like special columns devoted to them. 
Brandenburg3 reported, "'Teen-age columns and sections 
help to build readership and to improve a newspaper's pres-
tige among teen-agers,' according· to a survey in 1952 con-
duc,ted by the Inland Daily Press Association." 
More newspapers could use features for children in 
the 7 to 12 age group. Weekly children's pages which con-
tain stories, contests, puzzles, games, drawings, let~er 
columns and how-to-do-it projects appeal to that age group. 
Newspapers which have children's pages attest to their pop-
ularity and point as proof to the large mail response to 
contests held in c·onnection with these pages. 
One-fourth of the newspapers use material written by 
teen-agers. Most of these papers print school news sent 
in by school correspondents. However, some of them allow 
students to write, edit, take pictures, and make up entire 
pages of school news and sports. Newspapers which use 
student-written material say it has high readership. It 
is probable that other newspapers would benefit by emula-
ting these 25%. 
There are syndicated features 1-rhich appeal to certain. 
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age groups. Comic strips appeal to children and adults. 
Numerous gossip, advice, and etiquette columns are for 
teen-agers. Bedtime stories and some how-to-do-it fea-
tures:are for younger children. Syndicated features can 
be found to utilize the fact that children like adventure, 
mystery, nature stories, other nations and peoples, science 
and mechanics. Newspapers would do well to keep these in-
terests in mind when buying features and comics. Daily 
papers should keep abreast with the current interests of 
children. At present, using Walt Disney's features would 
be taking advantage of his tremendous popularity with child-
ren. 
A gossip column either locally written or syndicated 
will appeal to most girls and some boys. Since girls read 
more than boys, it follows that· they should have at least 
as much space devoted to them as to boys. 
Letter clubs and columns for young readers are success-
ful when they are used, however, 79% of the newspapers 
have no letter clubs or columns. The New Orleans Times-
Picayune has an active letter club which conducts contests, 
and has parties, trips and picnics. The paper's circul-
ation manager says the club gets his paper new readers of 
high school and college age. 
A relatively easy and effective way to attract young 
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readers is to use an abundance of school news with the 
use of many names and pictures. They can be either print-
ed on one page or scattered through the paper. Both have 
their advantages. If the school news is on one page it 
has a good chance of being read quite thoroughly. How-
ever, if the youngster does turn a few pages looking for 
the school news he should notice some of the paper's 
other features. 
In addition, all newspapers can effectively use local 
news.and picture material about the Boy and Girl Scouts, 
Y.M.O.A., Y.W.O.A., 4-H clubs, and other youth organiz-
ations. Young people look for their names and the names 
of friends in honor rolls or birthday listings. A calendar 
of events for teen-agers printed regularly will also be 
read and appreciated by them. 
Two impressive features having high readership used 
by some daily newspapers are the inquiring reporter column 
and the profile series. The inquiring reporter usually 
visits different schools and asks pupils their views on ~ 
question of interest to youth. The other feature is a 
series of pictures and stories about outstanding juveniles. 
A column devoted to news of records and music can be 
used to take advantage of their popularity with young people. 
Sports pages always finish high on lists of reading 
preferences of youngsters. Extensive schoolboy sports cov-
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erage should be the rule in all sized dailies. 
Television news of interest to juveniles may help to 
make them more aware of newspapers. The idea that news-
papers should profit by this interest is advanced by a 
representative of the Boston lierald and Traveler in ref-
erence to a local educational television channel:· 
I believe that the educational channel #2 
.in Boston should endeavor to work out a program 
with the publishers for an integrated program, 
designed to interest.children through the high 
?chool level in the arts, sciences, manual arts, 
and sports. I feel that we are overlooking an 
opportunity to implement the fleeting medium of 
T.V. by providing further, detailed information 
based on educational programs appearing on chan-
nel #2 which would encourage greater newspaper 
reading among young people. 
The circulation manager of the Santa Rosa, California 
I 
Press Democrat believes youth promotions are important in 
guiding youth toward constant newspaper reading. In gen-
eral, he says that many low cost promotions continually 
build good will and lay the path for future subscriptions. 
He divides promotion~ for young people into four classifi-
cations: sports activities, entertainme~t, contests, and 
in-paper promotions. Sports activities include the spon-. 
soring of teams, games, tournaments, sports lessons'or 
schools, and giving awards to athletes. Enter~ainment 
promotions involve sponsoring talent shows, or bringing 
talent to entertain children. Contests promoted by news-
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papers include coloring· and drawing, kite flying, letter 
writing, soap b.ox derbies, model boat regattas and spelling 
bees. In-paper promotions have such £eatures as advice 
columns, school news, material written by school reporters, 
pictures of school activities and graduates, and news of 
youth organizations. 
Newspapers which conduct tours. through their plants 
have commented on their success in making youngsters news-
pap~r conscious. In view of this, it is surprising to 
note that only 9 out of the 129 newspapers surveyed, or 
less than 2.%, reported using this ef£ective and inexpensive 
type of promotion. 
Many researchers share the findings that most juveniles 
know little about newspapers. The.children have difficulty 
tn reading newspapers and using them as a source of infor-
mation. They are unfamiliar with most of their contents 
and ~iterally 11 don 1t know what they are missing." 
Newspapers must work in co-operati~n with schools to 
bring the daily paper into the classroom. After complet-
ing courses which used newspapers, children have spoken 
of a new awareness of the newspaper. They _were on the 
road to being better citizens and more frequent news-
paper readers. 
Newspapers vary in their relations with schools: 
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some give free copies ·for school use; some have special 
school rates; others merely know their papers are being 
used in various classes. Some newspapers work with 
schools in complex current events arrangements; others 
invite school groups to tour their plants. 
Only 40% of the newspapers reported that they had 
direct arrangements with schools. Most of the remain-
ing newspapers should be able to do something in this 
line. Copies could be given to schools out of returns. 
Educators might be invited for informal talks with the 
newspapers' executives, and the advantages of using the 
newspaper in different subjects could be pointed out to 
them. Problems relating to school publicity might also 
be discussed at that time. 
A representative of the Minneapolis Star has written 
these discerning remarks which deserve consideration: 
Reader material intended for elementary 
school age children needs to be pretty plainly 
labeled and packaged as being for children. 
Conversely, material aimed at teen-agers must 
be much more subtly handled, since many teen-
agers are so resentful of the label "teen-
ager" and the fact that the term.seems to con-
note "irresponsible," "immature 11 and even 
"del:i.nquent," that they consciously shun mate-
rial and activities too heavily promoted as 
11 especially designed or presente·d for teen-
agers." That same pride and resentment has 
been found to keep teen-agers away from the 
most excellent community centers and youth 
centers. Teen-agers consider themselves 
pretty adult, and their goals and patterns are 
adult-slanted. 
From the first grade on, children are 
encouraged byteachers to bring "news" to school, 
and in the third and fourth grades, the children 
are encouraged to bring in clippings from news-
papers and magazines bearing on various elements 
of class discussion. Teachers tell me they 
would welcome some kind of news summary in the 
daily paper written so briefly and with such sim-
ple vocabulary that third and fourth graders 
could read it. Such a news summary digesting 
some legitimate "hard" news for kid consumption, 
could well be made into a part of a children's 
corner fe~ture, or tucked into the comic pages, or 
into something like our Daily Disneyland feature. 
A similar idea was advanced by the Commissioner 
of Education in 19304: 
Cosmopolitan daily newspapers could render 
a great service to boys and girls by introducing 
juvenile and general news simplified to their 
intellectual level. A special page set aside 
giving attention to the intelligence and tastes 
of young readers might be of·great value •••• 
News that might be of interest to child-
ren is often written with a maturity they can-
not understand. 
A special page for young people, containing 
both local and national news might be in- . 
eluded in dailies. News of a formal kind, po-
litical, social, religious, and scientific 
might be simplified in this special section or 
page and made attractive to the young reader. 
This would require considerable rewriting. 
Any number of features could be prepared 
to instruct young people, and it is quite pos-
sible that there would be a large adult fol-
lowing. Stories on elections, features on the 
government, and other facts commonplace to the 
average adult might be presented with consid-
erable success. 
The scheme has its difficulties. However, 
in spite of them, .it would be interesting to 
see this experiment tried. 
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The following are recommendations which daily news-
papers may use as a check-list tn evaluating their youth 
programs: 
1. Use daily or weekly pages for youngsters. 
2. Use features for the ~re-high school age group. 
3. Use by-lined material v~itten by young readers. 
4. Use syndicated features which cater to children's 
interests. 
ures. 
5. Use letter clubs or letter columns for young readers. 
6. Use much school news containing many names and pict-
7. Use local news and pictures of youth organizations. 
8. Use extensive schoolboy sports coverage. 
9. Use features about television of interest to children. 
10. Use youth promotions, such as sports activities, 
exhibits, contests and clubs. 
ll. Conduct tours through the plant for children. 
12. ITo-operate with educators to get the newspaper into 
the school. 
13. Use a news summary written at the intellectual level 
of young people. 
14. Use special features, such as gossip columns, act-
ivity calendars, inquiring reporters and birthday listings. 
Newspapers, in order to safeguard their own futures and 
llO 
/ 
our nation's democratic form of government, must see 
to it that today's children become tomorrow's enlightened 
and inf~rmed electorate, by making newspaper reading an un-
breakable habit. 
Since this survey is of a preliminary nature it is further 
recommended that some c~m~etent, organized group such as the 
Education Committee of the International Circulation Managers 
Association further study the newspaper's relationship with 
children. 
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